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The Boy Scout Finance Drive Display in the window of Evans Drug
Store quietly shows, without a word being said, the need for the
 Boy
Scout Movement to mold our young sons into the eraat;rs of a m
uch'
needed "Better Future World." Give generously during tt..) Boy Scout
finance drIve November 12-26,
Jottings
From
Jo 's
Notebook
Please read the editorial on page
two of this week's issue. If you
want your blood to boil over even
more, just drop by the News office
and I'll show you the filth that our
young people are receiving today,
and through the United States mail,
too!
You can join us in this long range
battle by writing a letter to our
elected representatives, voicing
your objections and enclosing the
copy of the editorial, which is self-
explanatory. We MUST NOT stand
by and let things like this happen,
lest we'll fall into the cess pool of
moral decay. Please don't think
I'm constantly on a crusade about
these things, but if the newspapers
of this country don't keep the pub-
lic informed about such matters as
discussed in today's editorial, then
where can we go for help?
And as another little item of pub-
lic interest let me tell you that if
you're having trouble with an-
onymous telephone calls at all
times of the day and night, just
call Larry Ader at the telephone
office and he'll be happy to assist
you. In spite of the intricacies of
the new dial and touch-tone sys-
tems, there are ways to find out
the identity of your callers, if they
are annoying you. We know! Larry
solved our problem!
Paul returned Sunday night from
a sojourn to SC Joseph, Missouri
where he drove his mother who
was our welcome visitor for more
than two weeks. The first morning
after he left I awoke, early as
usual, in the quietest and what I
thought was the biggest, emptiest
house on earth. With both children
away at school, and Ozie coming
in later than she used to, I found
myself being annoyed by the sil-
ence.
But not for long . . I listened to
the house noises for awhile. took a
look out the window at the lawn
with the beautiful trees shedding
their van -colored, bright leaves,
took another sip of coffee and said:
"Peace . . it's wonderful." Not
as a steady diet, understand, but in
smalt snatches, believe me, it's
good for what ails you.
I certainly enjoyed the tranquil-
ity while it lasted. For this week
Mary Jo flies in from St. Louis
and R. Paul will ride, hitch-hike
or fly from Louisville with a class-
mate for the Thanksgiving holi-
days. I wish I could have bottled
some of that silence, for there will
be many times these next few days
that I'd give premium prices for
just an inactive telephone for fif-
teen minutes.
At long last I am getting around
to tackling some of the "hobbies"
that I have been re-scheduling each
year, for no telling how long. One
of them is re-finishing some old
furniture that I have picked up
around over the years. I think I
might have indulged in the effort
a long time ago, but the truth of
the matter is I didn't know just
how and where to start first.
Well, I do now, and you can take
it from me I got my first lessons
from an expert. I bought two
beautiful pieces of furniture from
Gertrude Murphy who is moving
this week into a smaller apart-
(Continued on Page Night)
One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers
The News has won awards for out-
standing excellence every year PI
has been submitted in judging con-
tests,
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Two Fulton Students
Named Silver Stars
Two Fulton girls have been nam-
ed to the "Silver Stars" girls' drill
team at Murray State University.
The coeds, Miss Carreen Harri-
son and Miss Marie Huddle, are
both business majors.
•
Miss Harrison, 1105 West Fifth
Street, is a freshman, Miss Rod-
dle, 1304 East State Line, is a
sophomore.
The "Silver Stars" is a division
of the military science department
and the Pershing Rifles military
society at Murray State. This
year's team, which will march in
parades and exhibitions across the
country, is composed of 24 girls.
Scout Workers Ask Contributors To
Leave Donations When Away
Larry Ader, Community Campaign
Chairman for the Four Rivers Coun-
cil Finance Campaign has extended
the drive a week. ending December
3rd with a report Coffee at the Derby
on that date. The extending of the
drive is to enable all the volunteer
workers time to make their call
backs and insure 100 per cent cover-
age in our area.
Joe Johnson. General Solicitations
Chairman and 'his area chairmen
have been busily working to insure
that we do have 100 per cent cover-
age and urge that everyone give
generously to the Boy Scout Fi-
nance Drive,. enabling us to reach
the goal set of $3,000.
There will be no house to house
canvass in South Fulton as Obion
County held a United Fund drive
last month and the Boy Scouts of
America joined with seven other
agencies in this drive. However if
you live in South Fulton and want
to make a gift to the Boy Scouts
Finance Drive, you may do so by
sending your check, payable to
Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts
of America, to Boy &oats of
America, P. 0. Box 328 Fulton,
Kentucky or calling 472-9000 or
479-1404 and your check will be
picked up by one of the volunteer
workers.
Meanwhile solicitations among
the residential and business areas
are being made by the hard-work-
ing volunteers seeking to reach
the $3000.00 goal.
"We can reach our quota in no
time at all." Chairman Ader said
if people would just have their do-
nations either at the office or at
home if they do not plan to be
there when the solicitor calls.
"Hardly any of our solicitors get
(Continued on Page Eight)
Peggy Scott Hussey and her mother Mrs. Ruth Scott look pleased as
they admire some of Peggy's handsome miniatures mounted in ap-
propriate colors with a soft touch of velvet around the inner frame.
Gary Ferguson
Gary Ferguson
Dies Tuesday
In Memphis
Funeral services for Gary D.
Ferguson were held Thursday,
November 24, at 2 p. tn. in the
Smith Street Church of Christ,
with Bro. Kenneth Hoover officiat-
ing. Burial, in charge of Whitnel
Funeral Home, was in Obion
County Memorial Garden. Mem-
bers of the South Fulton High
School football team served as
active and honorary pallbearers.
Gary, 15-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dec Ferguson of South Ful-
ton, died at 9:45 Tuesday morning,
November 22, in John Gaston Hos-
pital at Memphis. He was critically
injured in an auto-motorcycle ac-
cident on the Union City-Fulton
highway on Monday Bight, Novem-
ber 14th and never regained con-
sciousness.
He was a member of the Smith
Street Church of Christ, was a
sophomore at South, Fulton High
School and played guard on the
football tenni. • at
/n addition to his parents, he is
survived by two sisters, Mrs. Linda
Sue Simrell of Union City and Mrs.
Patty Jean Brockwell of Wingo;
one brother Kenneth Boulton of
Union City; several uncles, aunts
and cousins.
Legion And Auxiliary
Will Meet On Monday
Marshall Alexander Post No, 72,
American Legion and Auxiliary,
will meet at the Post home Monday
night, November 28, at 6:30 p. m.
Hostesses for the pot-luck dinner
will be Mrs. Paul liornbeak, Mrs.
J. D. Simpson and Sirs. T. E. Wil-
son, Mrs. Bob Ilarris, chairman of
the membership committee, will be
in charge of the program.
All members of the Legion and
Auxiliary are urged to attend.
TURKEY TROTI
A "turkey trot" will be held at
the Fulton Country Club Saturday
night, November 26. Music will be
by "The Moonglows" of Jackson,
Tenn., featuring Cousin"runy, and
dancing will begin at nine o'clock.
Admision is $3.00 a couple and all
members and guests are invited to
attend.
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No Evidence Of Waterfield Draft Here;
Supporters Think He Can Win In .196'
If there is a move to draft Harry Lee Waterfield as
a gubernatorial candidate in the Democratic primary
next year, the Fulton County leaders who spear-headed
the Chandler-Waterfield campaign in 1963 have not
been contacted as yet, the News learned on Wednesday.
But that does not mean that there is any lack of en-
thusiasm for Harry Lee Waterfield as an anti-Adminis-
tration candidate for governor, some of his long-time
friends and loyal supporters indicated in telephone in-
terviews.
The interViews stemmed from
a news report appearing in the Pa-
ducah Sun-Democrat that a move
was underfoot to "draft" Water-
field as a candidate into a field of
seven other Democrats who have
announced plans to run. Former
Gov. A. B. Chandler is among the
announced candidates for the
Democratic nomination.
Waterfield has indicated an in-
terest in making the race but has
not committed himself one way or
the other.
An article in a morning news-
paper said that Circuit Judge Earl
T. Osborne of Benton was spear-
heading the move to push Water-
field into the race, It further said
that Osborne was circulating a pe-
tition for Waterfield's candidacy
'and that 1963 campaign chairmen
in the First District had been ask-
ed to sign the petition.
"If Osborne is circulating the pe-
tition he has not visited Fulton or
Fulton County as yet," a former
1963 campaign chairman said, "but
with so many pro-Administration
candidates in the race it looks like
this is a winning time for Harry
Lee." Asked about Waterfield's re-
cent statement that Chandler's can-
didacy may take away some of his
Waterfield'sl supPort.
"That might be true," he said,
"b ut the old 'dyed-in-the-wool'
With the growth and fame of the International Banana Festival even
bananas are growing double sized these days. Fulton County sanitarian
Harry Barry shows Festival President Jo Westpheling a "siamese" ba-
nana he found in thy super market.
BRIGHT IDEA
An aaard of $120.00 has been re-
ceived by James Connell, of Route
2. Fulton, head of the cheese de-
partmOnt of the local Swift & Com-
pany's plant, for a suggestion sub-
mitted by him to improve methods
of receiving milk at the plant.
HAPPY THANKSGIVING-I
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper and
Ann Ray and William Graham
Maddox will spend Thanksgiving in
Kansas City, Missouri, with Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Hart and family.
Mrs. Hart is the daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. Roper.
Local Rotarians Attend
Meeting At Ken-Bar Inn
Fulton Rotarians and wives who
attended the inter-city meeting of
ten Rotary Clubs at Ken-bar Inn
last Thursday night were:
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bay, Dr. and
Mrs. Glynn Bushart Dr. and Mrs.
Ward Bushart, Mr. :and Mrs. J. D.
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fossett.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Morgan, Mr. and
Mgg., James Needham, Mr. and
Mrs. David Phelps, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Sanders Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Tipton, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Welch,
and Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Williamson,
Now's The Time For All Art L overs To Get An Original Hussey
by Jo Westpheling
There's going to be a time, in the
not too distant future, when it will
be of the highest status symbol to
have an authentic Hussey around
the house.
From what I learned in a two-
hour interview on Monday, some of
America's most discrifninating
families now possess a Hussey, and
that "ain't no bad thing to have
either " especially if you love the
artistic things in life.
You see a Hussey is a work of
art from a dynamic and extremely
talented lady who long ago learned
the art of working with paint brush,
and feeling, to capture the pulse-
beat of mankind and transmit it to
beauty on boards.
The artist, Peggy Scott Hussey is
visiting in Fulton today. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Ruth Scott, with
whom she is visiting, and the late
E. M. Scott, a popular and beloved
Fultonian. Born in Corinth. Missis-
sippi, Peggy spent her childhood in
Fulton and graduated from Fulton
High School which will someday
bask in the glory of the fame this
former student is achieving in the
world of art.
A lot of reporters, like a lot of
other ordinary people, harbor men-
tal pictures of artists be-smocked,
tam-o-shanter wearing, head-in-
the-sky individualists. If so, meet-
ing Peggy Hussey for the first
time is a shocking, but refreshing
contrast.
Soft-spoken, reticent with infor-
mation about her talents, Peggy
Hussey is very reluctant to dis-
cuss the ever-growing demand by
distinguished galleries for collec-
tions of her art. At present galler-
ies in Tulsa and Bartlesville, Okla-
homa; San Francisco and Taos,
New Mexico have Hussey collec-
tions, with requests for more of her
superb miniatures growing each
day.
In answer to the reporter's usual
question concerning the beginning
of her artistic background she says
honestly: "I don't remember when
I first began to paint."
Her mother, beaming with pride
as she showed one of the several
paintings Peggy brought home
said; "Pauline Thompson can tell
you that while she was trying to
teach reading and writing, Peggy
was in the back of the room, draw-
ing the back of children's heads,
their shoulders and even their pro-
files if they turned around long
enough for her to glimpse their ex-
pressions."
And if there is such a term in
the vernacular, critics might call
Peggy Hussey, an "expressionistic
artist." For it is evident that Peggy
paints with warm tenderness of her
impressions of the expressions she
captures on the faces of her sub-
jects.
Is that stammer in the grammar?
Let's put it this way! Peggy's
forte is painting people. She loves
them. She often walks through the
park, the woods, down crowded
streets, around children's play-
grounds to meet and to study peo-
ple; to capture their inner feelings
by their mannerisms and the ex-
pressions on their faces. Often she
stands afar to take a small snap-
shot of her subject for guidance
while she transmits her impressions
of their expressions onto a tiny,
ever so small board of living emo-
tions.
Once Peggy was riding on a bus
in San Francisco. Looking out of
the window into the park she saw a
very old man, sitting on a park
bench, placidly feeding the pigeons.
Three blocks later, Peggy got off
the bus, walked back to the scene
in the park and studied the man
and his pleasure. Today one can
feel the presence of this gent and
his pigeons with one slight view of
the minature Peggy brought to
Fulton.
While grown-ups come to life un-
der the pains-taking strokes of
Peggy's brush, her tremendous
talent is seen in the warmth and
intimacy with which she captures
the ebullience and blithe spirits of
children, the very small fry.
A little girl studying, a little boy
romping in the meadow, a baby in
its mother's loving arms .. . these
are the Hussey paintings that are
being sought by mothers, and
fathers to be cherished as living
memories of the nostalgic days of
childhood.
Peggy's early artistic career
didn't quite start out like the hun-
gry genuis in the garret, eking out
an existence just to enjoy the lux-
ury of painting what comes natural-
ly. But if a comparison is to be
made it is almost like that, but in
the modern version.
While still in high school she went
to art school in Nashville during
her summer vacations. After grad-
uation she went to Harris Adver-
tising School in Nashville to study
commercial art work. Having com-
pleted her course there she went to
Chicago and worked as a com-
mercial artist in the advertising
agency field. From Chicago she
went back to Nashville in the same
field, and then went on to Tulsa,
where she and her husband Bill
worked in the field of commercial
illustrations.
(Continued on Pk.gre sight)
Chandler supporter, a7,• .
dead and gone. On the tithe'
Harry—Lee must know that
a lot of younger people wt.,
have and wanted to vim't
didn't do so because of C.
sociation wilts Chandler
Another Waterfieid ca,
leader in the 1959 and i9h3 •
paigns said that the admini,' • •
of Governor Edward T. Fir
and of former Governor I;
Combs have made little p, gresa
if any, in taking over the \ 'Ater
field support in many collo
this far western part of Kt
Pointing out the results e' the
recent genera) election the :am-
paign leader said:
"Everybody knew the cc alitu-
tion was a dead duck, but there
wasn't any reason for John Young
Brown to get so badly beat. 'rhis is
democratic country; has be .1 all
the time and John Young Hi- an is
a Democrat. But he had the
Breathitt Administration on his side
so people just showed that ey're
tired of having the same old crowd
around," the county political lead-
er said.
Meanwhile an interview v ita a
prominent businessman, whose in-
terest in polities goes no further
than .oting for the "best m di for
the job,'' said that the lobe: nator-
ial candidacy of former II .ii .m my
Commissioner henry Ward is the
"best thing that could happen to
Kentucky, if he can win."
"But." he added, "Ifenr:.
long pull ahead of him. I lure
him and respect him and
(Continued on Page £
Jane Voorhee
Is Lassie Que 13
At Chicago Mc 3t
Miss Jane Voorhees Kentucky
Shorthorn Lassie Queen, mil' :it
terming the International LI
Exposition in Chicago this
Jane is the daughter of Sr and
Mrs. Austin Voorhees of IL
and is a freshman at 'Mi ;.:..
State College for Women.
There will be Lassie Quit •
approximately 30 stales
this group an Intern:Ilion:. s
Queen will be selected. It will
be judged on their knu'u e uf
Shorthorns. the Lassie er
lion, as well as poise and -ty.
The Queens will appear V,
radio, and other public fei. :ins,
as well as present ribbo • and
(continued on Page
JANE VOORHEES
Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, November 23, 1966
PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
We Commend The Fulton Theatre! We Chastise
The Postal Service For Aiding Filth Factories
The action taken by the Fulton
Theatre to advertise the acceptability
ratings of its films that will be shown
in the future is a glaring example of
what can be accomplished when an
aroused public makes known its wish-
es for a better product. We commend
the management of the local motion
picture theatre.
But we are particularly grateful
to Fulton Theatre Manager Lewis
"Nubbin" Bizzle for calling to the at-
tention of his superiors the strong ob-
jections raised by this newspaper, and
other interested groups, to the de-
moralizing influence upon our young
people of lewd and indecent movies.
Now parents can study the rat-
ings of each film to be shown here
and judge for themselves whether
such films should be viewed by their
children. We hope that many of you
will voice your approval to Mr. Bizzle
of the acceptability ratings listed on
the theatre's coming attractions ad-
vertised in this newspaper.
The Postal Filth Mill
Today we are raising our voice in
loud objection to the "filth mill" that
abounds in these United States that is
apparently aided and abetted by the
Postoffice Department with our tax
dollars.
This week we opened a letter,
sent under what is generally termed
junk mail, addressed to a nineteen
year old boy who is away at college.
It is not our custom to open other
people's ma irand certainly not that
of our children, but the letter was go
obviously an advertisement that we
opened it along with the other junk
mail that comes to us in basketsfull,
and which is certainly among the
many reasons why our postoffice de-
partment is in such a hopeless mess,
financially and politically.
The letter was from Lance, lo-
cated in the Playboy Building on Sun-
set Boulevard in Los Angeles. In all
its stark indecency the advertising
material showed "fresh, young nud-
ists at play." The circular was adver-
tising 8 mm film, in color and black
and white of:
- "Fun by the Pool," 100 ft. $16.00
"Skateboard Frolic," same price
"Open Season," same price
"Bring on the Bull," same price
and for a special discount all four
films, of 400 feet could be purchased
for just $48.00.
Bristling with fury we took the
material in to the publisher of this
newspaper, who reached in his desk
drawer to show us some similar ma-
terial he had received, also addressed
to a young man, (and apparently to
millions of other young men and
women in America) which made the
Lance advertising material rather de-
cent by comparison.
Advising the publisher that we
intend to take the matter up with
postal authorities he similarly advis-
ed that he had already done this only
to be told that nothing could be done
about it, at least by the postoffice de-
partment.
What manner of laws do we have
in this country that we can be taxed
into infinity for all kinds of waste and
inefficiency without recourse to re-
covery, and still be powerless to halt
the flow or pornography that does
nothing but gnaw at the foundation
of our moral values?
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The inability of the postal de-
partment to prohibit the dissemina-
tion of filthy, immoral and lurid liter-
ature is a study in irony.
Postal inspectors will trounce on
newspapers and private firms and in-
dividuals for using the mails to con-
duct a lottery, going so far as to refuse
the mailing of the publication, yet it
says it is helpless to prohibit the mail-
ing of literature so foul, so indecent,
so revolting that if we were to reprint.
this advertising material in this
newspaper every clergyman, every
educator, and every parent would
boycott us, as they should.
The practice of using the mails to
sell indecent material is widespread.
We have advertising material from
other nudist publications called Na-
tures Lane and San Fair. All of them
are based in California. It is impossi-
ble to determine how many other such
"firms" are involved in such porno-
graphic traffic.
And how did the young man get
this advertising material? And how
does your young son and daughter get
such mail? It isn't difficult to deter-
mine. It is a highly organized and
clever operation.
Agents for these filth factories
probably abound right here in this
community. The complete lists of
high school students appearing on
graduation programs; newspaper ac-
counts of students going away to col-
lege; even the names of subscribers to
wholesome teen-age publications are
purchased at high prices by the
"pleasure in privacy" merchants.
In case you think we're over-
emphasing the immorality of this
advertising material, just read some
of the sales copy on the brochure
from San Fair:
FILM NO. 1: These films
show the true story of Naturism -
not the usual dreary Nudist
Camp background where every-
one does nothing at all, but three
delightful movies depicting our
concept of average people out for
their own pleasure, in the pri-
vacy of their own homes, doing
what comes naturally!
FILM NO. 2: Technically,
we have departed from the long-
time tradition of Nudist films
composed only of long shots. Our
film is replete with close-up
camera shots, swift cuts from
one camera angle to another and
uninhibited actions, indoors and
out, by the participants!
FILM NO. 3: A close-up look
at Nudism for the persons who
think they have seen everything!
We know that you will not want
to be interrupted in your pleas-
ure, so darken your room, lock
the door, and sit back to revel
in 45 minutes of delightful escape
into the provocative world of
Naturism!
And that's just part of it.
Perhaps the most ludicrous por-
tion of the advertising material says
that such lurid antics are based on
suggestions made by the President's
Council on Physical Fitness.
If this is true, which it surely
couldn't be, everybody from the Pres-
ident on down is going to get a copy
of this editorial and photostatic
copies of the advertising material,
which we hope they will view outside
of the privacy of a darkened room so
they can do something about it.
If you want to help, please lend
us your support by writing a letter,
voicing your strenuous objections to
this filth industry to:
Senator John Sherman Cooper
Senator Thruston Morton
Congressman—
Frank Albert Stubblefield
Robert A. "Fats" Everett
Washington, D. C.
IDOEGI-7f CORNER
FELLOWSHIP
When a fellow hasn't got a cent
And is feelin' kind of blue,
And the clouds hang thick and dark
A.nd won't let the sunshine through,
It's a great thing, oh my brethren,
For a fellow just to lay
His hand upon your shoulder
In a friendly sort o' way.
It makes a man feel queerish,
It makes the tear drops start,
And you kind o' feel a flutter
In the region of your heart.
You can't look up and meet his eye,
You don't know what to say
When a hand is on your shoulder
In a friendly sort o' way.
Oh, this world's a curious compound
With its honey and its gall,
Its cares and bitter crosses,
But a good world after all.
And a good God must have made it,
Leastwise that is what I say,
When His hand is on our shoulder
In a friendly sort o' way.
— From Sam Holly's Scrapbook
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gay. Edward T. Breathitt
FRANKFORT—
Kentucky's rural road-building
record is getting 63 be as renowned
as its record in construction of inter-
state highways and toll roads.
Approximately one-third of the
total annual State Highway Depart-
ment budget is spent on rural roads.
This year, the one-third amounts to
about $23 million.
The rural highway program has
been on the rise since the General
Assembly at my request in 1964
raised its annual allocation from $5
million to $10 million.
The $22 million remaining this
year came from the two cents of
the seven cents-a-gallon set aside
for rural secondary roads from the
tax on gasoline.
The $33 million figure takes on
special significance when compared
to the $9 million it will take during
the current year to match Federal
aid for interstate construction.
I believe that in comparing rural
roads to main highways that empha-
sis should be placed on the fact that
the two complement each other in-
stead of performing separate func-
I might point out here that in
July of this year travel on Ken-
tucky's rural roads was seven per
cent greater than in July oi 1965.
Only four states showed a larger
increase in rural road travel.
In total road construction during
the current year, Kentucky has set
a record and her total expenditure
in this field for the 6ast three calen-
dar years exceeds that of any previ-
oos four-year total in the history of
our Commonwealth.
What's more, contracts now being
let give promise of another top year
in 1967.
Kentucky did not require but 10
months of 1966 to shatter all prod
records for an entire year. A total
of $176,350,673 in highway contracts
had been let through October. I now
ennnate the 12.-arnh total may
reach $190 million.
Both the 10-month record and the
full-year estimate far exceed the
previous record expenditure of $157
million in 1962. If the 6190 million
total is reached, it will be 21 per
cent higher.
For all highway purposes during
the last three calendar years, this
administration has supervised the
expenditure of more than $550 mil-
lion, a total exceeding that of any
past four-year total.
Kentucky, during the same period,
has gained recognition as an out-
standing leader among the nation's
states in highway improvements.
During 1965, only four states stood
higher in road building and road
improvements. By the end of August
this year, she had climbed to second
in the total number of miles under
construction contracts. Texas was
first with about 500 miles more —
2,046 miles, to Kentucky's 2,174.
FULTON'S
ILEICET7 Cr
By Brand, Rowlett
The favorite dream of centuries
was that Man, the superior animal
of the universe, could take to the
air like the birds and span the na-
tural barriers that impeded him on
the earth. The apparently immu-
table pull of gravity seemed to pre-
vent his ever leaving the ground.
He was unahle to design wings he
could attachj.to his arms and flap
the creaturei he envied so much.
For centuries it seemed that only
the dreaming was possible.
But time has proven that what
Man seeks, Man eventually attains.
The human attributes of imagina-
tion, curiosity, memory, and rea-
son were uniquely combined in the
two sons of Pierre Montgolfier, a
French paper manufacturer. Ex-
perimentors in the physical
sciences, they gave birth to the
Age of Flight and made the dream
come true. It happened one eve-
ning in November 1782, in a small
apartment in the village of Avig-
non. France, when Joseph Michel,
!'ilmirlmilliiiiiikinillimginimiiiitliemgE:pgri!,:::,,!',[!"%aviimmlirNir1
the older of the two, filled a paral-
lelepiped-shaped paper bag with
hot air and let it rise to the ceiling..
The basic principle underlying
lighter-than-air flight was thus dis-
covered and the future of transpor-
tation and world progress was for-
ever altered.
LIGHTER-THAN-AIR FLIGHT
by Carroll V. Glines. In this latest
addition to the Watts Aerospace
Library, Lt, Col. C. V. Glines,
USAF, has covered the entire his-
tory of balloon and airship flying in
more than fifty articles and stories
by authorities in their fields. A
partial list of subjects includes: the
story of the Shenandoah and the
circumnavigation of the globe by
the Graf Zeppelin.
FLYING MODELS, by Keith
Laumer, Captain Eddie Ricken-
hacker, now Chairman of the Board
of Eastern Airlines, says of this
book: This assembling in one vol-
ume of authoritative information
on basic design and construction of
model aircraft can serve a most
useful purpose for the thousands of
Youngsters who, through model
building, acquire their first practi-
cal working knowledge of aerody-
namics.
THE EARLY EAGLES, by Frank
Donovan. There are no more ex-
citing exploits in the story of
man's progress than his efforts to
fly above the earth to which he
found himself bound. Here are
tales of the first fumbling attempts
of the early eagles to spread their
wings, from the balloon ascent of
the Montgolfiers in the eighteenth
century to Lindbergh's heroic solo
flight from New York to Paris
which established the air age.
THE EARLY BIRDS, by Arch
Whitehouse. This man, one of .the
air aces of World War I whose own'
experience spans nearly the entire
modern history of powered flight,
tells the story of aviation's mo-
mentous fifteen years-from the
Wrights twelve second flight to the
deadly wartime air battles of 1918.
Within a few years the airplane de-
veloped from an awkward, glider.
like contraption to a highly ma-
neuverable and reliable death
dealing machine. But the achieve-
ments of the Wrights, Bleriot, or
Santos-Dumont, might never have
been realized had it not been for
the inventive genius of such men
as Leonardo da Vinci, who sketch-
ed working models four centuries
before the first airplane became a
reality.
NEW YORK TO ROME, JET
FLIGHT 808, by Leonard A. Stev-
ens. This is a true moment-by-mo-
ment account of a regularly sched-
uled jet air-liner's flight across the
Atlantic from New York to Rome,
a journey which is routine and at
the same time one of the scientific
marvels of our day. Mr. Stevens
.was actually on the flight he 'de-
scribes, seated on a box in the air-
liner's crowded cockpit, wedged
between the flight engineer and the
second officer.
THE AMERICAN HERITAGE
HISTORY OF FLIGHT. This book
sets down this pnenomenal achieve-
ment, start to finish, as a consist-
ent, magnificently illustrated story.
It begins with the myths of flight
which seem to have haunted man-
kind from the beginning. It show,
the dream begin to acquire sub-
stance first as a featured toy,
then as a funny thing that happen-
ed to a paper bag held over a
fire, then as a wood and canvas
fledgling which quickly grew to
cast its shadow across the face of
the earth.
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock—
November 22, 1946
A real estate sale was completed here last Friday
by which the Milner Hotel chain takes over the Usona
Hotel here, effective December 1, according to P. C.
Ford, who has owned and operated the local hostelry
since the spring of 1918.
Contract has been let by the Tennessee Highway
Department for grading, draining and resurfacing the
highway from Dresden to Palmersville, a distance of 12
miles.
Joe Treas, who has been with the Standard Oil
Company, has resigned to accept a position as a special
agent for the Equitable Life Assurance Society in Fulton
and the adjoining territory.
Cecil Calvert Burnette, son of Mr, and Mrs. Clyde
Burnette of near Fulton, has been named State 4-H Club
achievement dairy winner and will attend the National
4-H Club Congress in Chicago the week of November 30,
Young Burnette now owns sixteen purebred cows and
eight purebred heifers.
The South Fulton Baptist Church was formally or-
ganized Sunday afternoon, November 17, with 55 char-
ter members. The Rev, J. T. Drace, of Woodland Mills,
was called to become the pastor.
Ronald B. Jones, vice president and treasurer of
Airlene Gas Company, left Fulton last week end to
make his home in Paducah. He will be in charge of the
branch office of his company.
Roper Fields, who has been with the Browder Mill-
ing Company for the past 18 years, recently resigned to
accept a position in the farm department of Atkins In-
surance Agency. He purphased the interest of W. L.
Hampton in the insurance firm.
Honoring Mr. and Mrs. George Finch, who have re-
cently returned from their honeymoon, Mrs. J. H. Pat-
terson, Sr., and Mrs. Virgil Patterson entertained Tues-
day evening with a household shower at their home on
Route 2, Fulton. The couple was the recipient of many
beautiful and useful gifts.
South Fulton fire department was called out Friday
morning to a fire at the apartment of Mrs. John King,
East State Line, over McKinney Brothers Grocery, as
the result of a fire caused by an exploding oil stove. Lit-
tle damage was done and the flames were soon extin-
guished.
AUSTIN SPRINGS: Mrs. Loy Abernathy fell the
past week at her home near here and injured her leg;
however, she can walk around.
ROUTE THREE: Alvin Foster's version of the pie
supper at Welch School last Friday night was "a barrel
of fun." He got $3.50 sample and plans on buying a
whole pie when he sells his tobacco.
It's butchering time, and J. C. Foster killed a calf
last week that made 82 quarts - eat and be merry, it is
not rationed.
ROUTE 2, DUKEDOM: Farmers of this vicinity are
very busy gathering corn; most of them have stripped
their tobacco.
Several from this community attended the tobacco
festival in Mayfield Saturday, in spite of the rainy wea-
ther.
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Senior Spotlight
"From TM FHS Kennel"
David Hardy, a new senior at
FHS this year has led a life far
different from the "typical" Fulton
teenager. He is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. H. L. Hardy, Jr. and was
born December 9, 1948. Being the
son of a missionary David has lived
in Chile most of his life.
David says there are many things
different about Chile and the
United States. Chileans don't hurry
and watch the clock as many
Americans do. He also said that no
man, regardless of his occupation,
would be seen downtown unless he
had on a white shirt and tie.
The winters are very cold, but no
matter how cold they get it never
snows. The summers are hot and
wet. He also says that it rains al-
most every month in the year.
The schools are extremely differ-
ent, says David. Students go eight
hours a day and have two hours
break for lunch and siesta. You
cannot eat at school unless you eat
with someone who is living in one
of the dorms. The meals are family
style, not cafeteria style,
In Chile class differences are dis-
tinct, therefore one's house and
grounds must have adequate se-
curity. Although you may not be
able to trust some Chileans, the
great majority will be friendly,
warm, and hospitable, David says.
David remarks that the prices of
automobiles, clothing, and utilities
are much higher in Chile. Food
and labor are extremely cheap.
Although most North Americans
are accustomed to servantless
homes, marketing and food pre-
paration take much more time in
Chile, than in the United States.
Long parties, late dinners, and dif-
ferent social customs make house-
hold help a necessity. Marketing is
one of the most time consuming
and challenging occupations of the
DAVID HARDY "
housewife. It also helps a newcom-
er learn the language and provides
many insights into the culture.
There are many types of estab-
lishments selling food and house-
hold supplies: Street ferias, neigh-
borhood markets, groceries, green
grocers, butcher shops, wine,
liquor, and soft drink shops and
modern supermarkets. One thing
all Chileans enjoy extremely well
is food. Every day they eat four
times. The meals include a nourish-
ing breakfast before going to work,
a four course diner between 12:30
and 1:30, tea time which mainly
consists of sandwiches, something
sweet and plenty of coffee or tea,
and to finish the day the last meal
is an abundant dinner which is
usually consumed between 8 and 9
p. m.
Chileans are proud and enthus-
iastic sports fans. The most played
and practiced sport is soccer.
Chileans enjoy their way of living
very much and so did David, but
he still enjoys life in the United
States.
Flashy Fulton High School Band
Retires To Its Winter Activities
"From The FHS Kennel"
The flashy Fulton High Band has
retired to its winter activity. The
high steppers have given up their
marching to start the concert sea-
son. The band has begun work to-
ward their annual "Pops Concert,"
which will be held on February 18.
They are practicing on such pieces
as "Hello Dolly," "Honey In The
Horn," "Second Prelude," "The
Sound Of The Tijuana Brass,"
"Goldfinger," "Thunderball," and
"The Green Leaves Of Summer."
The band will enjoy practicing
these pieces as will the audience
enjoy hearing them.
The concert band has a very dif-
ferent look from the marching
band. This is due to the fact that
some of the members play differ-
ent instruments during the two
seasons. One of these changes is
Cathy Hyland, who plays the clari-
net marching season. She will now
play the oboe for concert season,
Gordon Jones, snare drummer, has
now returned to his trumpet as
Mike Yates changed from trumpet
to the french-horn. John Reed, the
drum major, and Clifford War-
ren, trumpet player, have taken up
the trombone. Another new addi-
tion to the bass section is Susan
Caldwell who is now playing the
bass clarinet. Steve Erickson and
Cathy McAlister have both taken
up the french-horn. Myra Ruddle
and Mike Campbell have become
drummers, Majorettes Gail Bus'
hart, Susan Bard, Julie Powell and
Nine Chosen To WKC
Honorable Mention
"From The FHS Kimmel"
Fulton is well represented on the
Western Kentucky Conference
etand-out list for the 1966 season.
Selections are made' each year by
area coaches for outstanding play
during the preceding season.
Fulton boys chosen are Mike
Ruddle, all conference 1st Team.
Boys receiving honorable mention
are: ends, Henry Armstrong and
Mike Butts; tackle, Ronnie Ben-
nett; guards, Mike Gargus and
Buddy Myers; center, Max Omar;
halfback, Eddie G. Williamson;
fullback, David Forrest; and
quarterback, Jim Treas.
Martin Announces
Basketball Games
"From The FHS Kennel"
• DEC. 2 .   Fulton County
• DEC. 6 
• DEC. 9 Carlisle 
Sedalia
DEC. 13 Wingo
• DEC. 16 Murray College High
JAN. 6 Hickman County
JAN. 13 Carlisle County
JAN. 17 
• 
Sedalia
JAN. 20  Muray
JAN. 24 Mayfield
JAN. 28 ..........Calloway County
• JAN. 31 .. Wingo
* FEB. 3   Fulton County
FEB. 7 
• FEB. 10  
Hickman County
. ... Mayfield
FEB. 14 Lowes
FEB, 17 Murray College High
• FEB. 21 
  
St. Marys
• HOME GAMES
In Memory of J. F. K.
" . .. We in this country, in this
generation, are—by destiny rather
than choice—the watchmen on the
walls of world freedom. We ask
therefore, that we may be worthy
of our power and responsibility—
that we may exercise our strength
with wisdom and restraint—and
that we may achieve in our time
and for all time the ancient vision
of peace on earth, good will toward
men. That must always be our goal
—and the righteousness of our
cause must always underlie' our
strength . .."
From an address prepared
(but never delivered) by President
John F. Kennedy, November 22,
1963.
Brenda McBride have traded in
their batons for instruments too.
Gail plays the saxophone while
Susan plays the clarinet. Julie
plays the flute and Brenda plays
the flute and piccolo. There are
many other new instruments
well as players, but there is alv.a,
room for new members in the
band.
This is ‘.-..-hen it retAly
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Be sure you choose right...
ME VOSS' 9
e•-•'
Your Confidence in Blue eross-Blue Shield to help meet 
your hospital and doctor bills
will be justified. Blue Cross-Blue Shield return more of your dues 
dollar in the torn
of benefits. And, you get many other advantages, too:
You have no claims to file for most covered services, .
Your doctor and hospital are paid direct for covered services.
Membership is never cancelled because of health, or a chronic or incurable condition.
Protection can be continued when you move, change jobs, or retire
For information on eligibility, benefits, and dues, mail this coupon.
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAT
BLUE C11055 and BLUE 611/80
3101 Bardstown Rood, LovisvOlo, Ky. 40105
Please moil nth information about Nue Cm,. and
Mee Shi•ld without obngation.
CHECK ONE NP 446
13 lee • Kentuckian, 54 or under, in good health, ond neither my
spouse nor I is emp,oyed wher• there are 10 or more persons.
earns Bureau Mondays, sets your farm Bureau Agent,/
r I Will soon be 65 years old and I ern not o Blue Cross-Blue
Shield member, but interested In the •.111ue 'Cross blue Wald
65" Plan to supplement Modica., benefits. lApplicalion may be
mode woh,n 60 days before ta 30 days oily the 65t5, birthday./
My son or daughter will soon be age 9,0,1 marry before age
19. Send ndorrnation on how protection may be continued.
MIN OHMI.M1/1 ions woos ow Alt 111.0101.14 Alf Si LOMB SOT AAR
COM`eig. 104 PM NOVI 1/1.1110,0001 et Oen oa wawa TOM WNW.)
Five FHS Students Are Chosen
As New Quill & Scroll Members
Pictured above are the newly elected Quill and Scroll members. Stand-
big are: David Dunn, Jimmy Treas, and Buddy Hefley. Seated are:
Ruth Ann Burnett*, Carolyn Allen, and Lady Rose Craddock
"From The FHS Kennel"
The Quill and Scroll met Novem-
ber 9, in Mrs. Marchman's room.
The new members eere installed
by John Reed, the president of the
club.
The new members are Lady Rose
Craddock, Carolyn Allen, Ruth
Ann Burnette, Buddy Ilefley, Jim-
my Trees, and David Dunn. These
new members were chosen because
of their outstanding achievements
is journalism.
Lady Rose Craddock, a junior,
is a member of the band and of the
chorus, and is an assistant to Mrs.
Steele in the library.
Carolyn Allen, a junior, is a
cheerleader, a member of the
FHA, and on the Kennel Staff. •
Ruth Ann Burnette, also a junior,
is a member of the chorus, a cheer-
leader alternate, and on the Ken-
nel staff.
Buddy Helley, a senior, plays
football, and is on the Kennel staff.
David Dunn, also a junior, plays
football, is a member of the
F. T. A., and is on the Kennel staff.
Fefreshments were served in
honor of the new members after the
initiation ceremony.
The Quill and Scroll held its first
meeting of the year on October 23.
John Reed, the president, opened
the meeting by reading the consti-
tution of the club for the benefit of
the new members. Following this
Danny Hales gave a very informa-
tive program on the life of Walter
Cronkite and how he worked his
way up to becoming managing edi-
tor of the C. B. S. news staff. It
was brought out that a newspaper
man must work his way up slowly.
The more time a reporter obtains
on the television news show, the
more money he receives and the
higher he climbs in the race to get
to the top. Television news report-
ing is one of the most interesting
and challenging occupations. The
meeting was concluded with a re-
port on the mum sales.
The three "Most Gross" at th., Senior sponsored Gross-Out Day
were: Gordon Jones - third place: Nan Myers • Second place and Gary
Parker • First place.
Senior Sponsored Gross-Out Day
Is Acclaimed A Fantastic Success
"From The FHS Kennel"
A stranger visiting Fulton High
during "Gross Out Day" would
have been amazed at the strange
shapes walking casually through the
halls. This was the only day during
the entire school year in which the
students could dress as they pleas-
ed. Although everybody generally
followed the same pattern (the
worst you could find), there were
no two alike.
It is the students' hope that "Gross
Out Day" will become an annual
affair as it has been in the past,
sponsored each year by the senior
class. Next year it has been sug-
gested that the leachers be includ-
ed too.
Rib Ticklers
Teacher: Now, if I subtract 25
from 37, what's the difference?
Little Alfred: Yeah! That's what
I say. Who cares?
"Fire at will" exclaimed the
sergeant on the rifle range.
"Which one is he?" asked a pri-
vate.
Bill: What happened to yeti?
Phil: Well, my girl and I were
twisting over at her house and her
father walked in. He's totally deaf.
Save 25% of your fuel.
Have 6 inches of Fiber Glass
insulation blown in your attic.
TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO:
440 Main Bill Taylor
PHONE 472-1997
Local Students Give
Program For P. T. A.
"From The FHS Kennel"
The West Fulton Parents and
Teachers Association held its regu-
lar monthly meeting Thursday, No-
vember 17, in the Carr library. The
devotional was given by Brenda
McBride, a senior. Mr. Mandel
Brown had charge of the program
which was on International Rela-
tions. He presented a panel com-
posed of David Hardy, senior;
Ruth Ann Burnette, junior; Susan
Caldwell, sophomore; and Gordon
Jones, Sophomore, David Hardy
lived in Chile most of his life and
the other students have all visited
in Ecuador. Questions concerning
food, clothing styles, unusual ex-
periences, and language problems
were discussed.' Another interest-
ing question asked was on the dif-
ferences between the teenagers in
South America and North America,
Mr. Brown concluded the program
by commenting on his feelings
about returning home after his trip
to Ecuador,
Senior Girls Vie
For Junior Miss
"From The FHS Kennel"
This year when Fulton's Junior
Miss Pageant is held on November
26, there will be three entries from
Fulton High. These three girls are
Janie Notes, Dianne Simon and
Barbara Brown.
The contest is sponsored by the
local Jaycees and the winner will
be sent to Louisville for the state
pageant.
Letha Exum, Fultun's Junior
Miss of 1966 was one of the ten
finalists in the Kentucky Junior
Miss Pageant. Letha will be the
hostess in this years pageant.
To become a Junior Miss a girl
must be not less than sixteen years
of age and not yet nineteen. She
must be a senior student in her
high school. Junior Misses must be
of good character and scholastic
standing, attractive, posses poise,
personality, intelligence and
charm.
Junior Miss contestants will be
judged in Scholastic Achievement -
15 percent, Judges Conference -
35 percent, Creative and Perform-
ing Arts - 20 percent, Poise and
Appearance - 15 percent, and Youth
Fitness - 15 percent.
A true Junior Miss is "the type
of girl who is living and learning
every day in every community in
the country. In her own fashion,
she is preparing herself for a re.
sponsible, constructive adult life
while still enjoying the exhilarating
experience of youth."
Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem-
bers on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Buria'
policies.
Telephone 472•2332
South Fulton
To Register
First Graders
South Fulton Elementary School is
planning immediate registration of
all children who will be in the first
grade for the first time next Fall.
This includes all children who will
be at least six years old as of Oc-
tuber 31, 1967. There are two rea-
sons for making this early request.
The first reason is that plans for
school year of next fall need to be
formulated as soon as possible.
'The second reason. the Obion
County Board of Education is apply-
ing for a grant from the Office ol
Economic Opportunity for a Heao
Start program for the coming sum-
mer. This program is for children
who qualify and who will enter the
first grade next Fall in Obion County
Schools. The October 31st 1967 date
line also applies to the Head Start
Program.
For further information, ciantact
Mrs. Doris Milner, Mrs. Dorothy
Smith or K. M. Whaston. principal,
Blanks will be available at school
and you may call by the school and
fill out these blanks or send for
these blanks by SOCK' child already
enrolled in school.
SUPPORT LOCAL MERCHANTS I
FOR SALE:
43 acres land, 1/2 miles from
city limits, on East State line, Ky.
side. This is an ideal future home
site and a good investment for
NOW. Land is fenced and cross
fenced, and sowed down in permant
pasture. This property will increase
in value next two years and will
pay better then 8 percent as cur-
rently operated. Has small feed
grain base. $500.00 and balance is
rented for cash dollars. WHY
GAMBLE IN MARKET OR LEND
YOUR MONEY AT 4 percent when
this property is immediately avail-
able. Over 1900 feet on black top.
Other land along this road has
tripled in value the past two years.
50 acres and a good home, good
barn, milk barn and good fences.
House is completely modern, base-
ment den and fire place. Located
9 miles North Fulton, Ky., just
off of Highway 45. This property is
for sale or trade. Priced at
$16,000.00.
IF YOU WANT RENTAL PRO.
PERTY. I have a four unit apart.
ment house, that I can sell with a
small down payment, you can live
in one and rent other three for a
nice income. I WILL TRADE THIS
FOR ANY KIND OF PROPERTY.
REAL ESTATE OR OTHERWISE
and will finance the balance. This
property is located on Oak Street
in South Fulton.
CALL
WICK SMITH
Real Estate Broker
Fulton, Pho. 472-1292
Brides-to-be
nominate
it,(96W6 IN LE 'NI
...this year's best-loved pattern!
Never before have so many
brides registered for a new
fine china pattern in such
a short period of timel And
no wonder. Brookdale,
one of the loveliest Lenox
patterns is very "today".
Trimmed in gleaming
platinum, it's easy to design
with. Yet Brookdale Is
utterly romantic, with its
wreath of snowy orange
blossoms accented by
Jewel-like raised enamel
centers...a treasured
reminder of your most
wonderful day. 5-piece
place setting 4625.95.
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
COMMERCIAL AVE. FULTON
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Simini, Sophomore Geometry Student, receives help from Math
I :her, Mr. Montgomery.
Sophomore Study Of Geometry Aids
Reasoning And Thinking Abilities
"From The FHS Kennel"
"Why study geometry'?" "It's too
h• rd for me." "That's one thing
"ill never need." These questions
r.r I statements are the annual cry
of sophomores over their new
c, 'rye-geometry. This year's
•e•ihomores are no different.
rechnically, geometry is the
s' 'lice of space. It is an orderly
i• angeme.nt of theorems, and con-
...ructions begining with the simple
1 leading to the difficult. Every
t is either proved or deducted. A
f:,fit is not accepted just because
•
"ii looks like it."
tleometry is very important to
world and especially to sur-
y••.•ors and engineers. Without .our
F.:owledge of geometry, we would
nut have skyscrapers, bridges,
ce•nplicated machines, airplanes or
a thousand other things. In short,
much of our civilization depends
upon geometry.
Geometry is a two sided subject.
(Ste side of it is practical as men-
timed before. The other side is
theoretical. Philosophers and scien-
tists like its way of reasoning and
drawing sound conclusions.
There are two basic kinds of
Geometry. The most widely used I.
the Euclidian, named after the
founder, Euclid-The other is non
Euclidian geometry called so, be
cause it has a slightly different
reasoning than Euclid's.
Geometry is taught in high school
for two reasons. First, the practi-
cal knowledge will be beneficial to
everyone, especially those that witt
continue their education to become
engineers. The second reason is
because geometry is concerned
with reasoning. This leads the stu-
dent to some serious thinking and
the scientific approach. Those who received honorable mention on Gross-Out Day were; Vic
ki
Even though the students fuss, 
Vowel!, Carolyn Allen, len Ray Browder, and Cindy Homra.
fume, and cry, geometry will still 
be taught. Geometry is just one of
those things. Its here and its going
to stay.
Beelerton Entertains Parents.
During American Education Week
In keeping with the emphasis of
American Education Week the
teachers and staff of Beelerton
School entertained, by invitation,
the parents of the school children
from 1:00 P. M. 'til 3:00 P. M. on
Friday, November 11th. The theme
selected for this informal gathering
was "Aids to Teaching". Demon.
stration of new equipment used di-
rectly in classroom teaching ex-
periences was the order of the day.
Miss Blanche Baker, First and
Second grade teacher demonstrated
the "Overhead Projector," a new
machine which enables the teacher
to write upon the blackboard or a
projection screen while facing her
students. The demonstration was in
the area of new math. Mrs. Mar-
garet White, Third and Fourth
grade teacher showed how the new
three-speed tape recorder ctuld be
used in improving reading skill and
speaking ability of students. Mrs.
Ztianeta Phelps, Principal of the
school, demonstrated the "controll-
ed reader," emphasizing the fact
that reading speed and comprehen-
sion could be greatly increased with
this new aid and related equip-
ment. Mr. David Brown, Junior
High Teacher, demonstrated the
use of the "Thermo Fax" dupli-
cator and also the effective use of
audio-visual machinery. Mrs. Mary
B. Kirby, Teacher's Aid, displayed
teaching supplements such as the
newly acquired library. classroom
supplies, and research-project sup-
plies.
Guests .of toe' school during
American Education Week activi-
ties were the Reverend and Mrs.
Frank Blain, Mrs. Billy Pirtle,
Mrs. Davis 'Dixon, Mrs. Henry
Ilubbard, Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Gil-
learn, Mrs. Burley Brown, Mrs.
Bobby Jetton, Mrs. Jerry Conn,
Mrs. Nell Wanda Hicks, Mrs.
Elizabeth Brock, Mrs. Sandra
Vaughn, Mr. Alzo Hicks, Mrs. Sara
Mae Hicks Mrs. Lola B. Hancock,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pharis, Mrs.
Frankie Walker. Mr. Donald Mack-
lin, and Mr. Thomas Lynch, board
member, Hickman County Board
of Education. Refreshments were
served at the conclusion of the Fri-
day afternoon program and a brief
period of fellow ship was enjoyed
by all.
Teleph9_ne
Talk
by
LARRY ADER
Your Telephone Manager
kE• alfgall111,
ay (liii
DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING
IN SOUTH FULTON
IS
UNIQUE!
Your telephone service if you live in South Fulton,
Tennessee, which is located in territory classified as the
"901" area code, is unique when you place your long-
distance calls by dialing them direct.
FOR INCOMING CALLS -
CONSIDER YOURSELF IN THE "901" AREA
Always remember, for people to call you by long
distance-or for you to call your home when out of
town-you are located in the "901" area and people
must dial 1 plus 901 plus your local 7-digit telephone
number to reach you.
FOR OUTGOING CALLS -
CONSIDER YOURSELF IN THE "502" AREA.
For you to place long distance calls direct, dial 1 the
area code the 7-digit telephone number in ALL area's
EXCEPT area 502-our home area.
For example, when calling Union City, Tennessee
885-1234, you would dial 1 901 885-1234 (NOTICE: you
dial the "901" area code even though you are classified
in the "901" area when receiving calls.)
When placing calls within the "502" area, for ex-
ample to Hopkinsville, Kentucky, 885-1234, you would
dial 1 plus 885-1234.
Always remember if you mis-dial and reach a
wrong number, if you will just notify the operator, she
will be glad to see that this call is not billed to your
number.
SF Elementary Names Boy Scouts, Explorers
Honor Roll Students To Hike Lakes Trail
The South Fulton elementary
school honor roll for the second six
weeks, released by Principal K.
M. Winston, is as follows:
Eighth Grade - All A's: Denise
Coleman, Glynn Covey, Brenda
Cruce, Jackie Hollie, Gary Jetton,
Mike McKinney, Tommy Taylor;
3.5 standing: Rodney Cummings,
Deborah Hodges, Terry Johnson,
David Puckett.
Seventh Grade - All A's: Mary
Jane Cannon, James Paul John-
son, Michael Milner, David New-
ton, Dale Townsend; 3.5 nding:
Jane Green, David Holman, Larry
Jamison, Martha Moore, Kaylene
Mosley, Bobby Joe Moss, Jennifer
Moss, Cathy Owens, Patricia Par-
rish, Dale Yates.
Sixth Grade - All A's: Dan Cun-
ningham, Bill Gray. Marilyn Law-
son; 3.5 standing: Robert Burrow,
Deborah Dedman, Ginger Fields,
Glynn Green, Cathy McKinney,
Carol Nabors, Phil Puckett,
Gregory Rose, Rannah Wheeler,
Bob Winston.
CONGRATULATIONS!
J. Wesley Richardson, of South
Fulton, a well-known business man
in this area, has made good in the
cookie business. Mr. Richardson,
sales representative for Archway
Home Style Cookie Company, has
been promoted and given a larger
territory in Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee.
CONGRATULATIONS
Jim Newton, 510 Forrestdale,
has been elected president of the
Industrial Arts Club at Murray
State University. Newton is a jun-
ior majoring in industrial arts.
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
FRI-SAT, NOV. 25. 26
-Three features-
Starts at 6:45
Joseph Cotton, Nancy Kovack
The Great Sioux
Massacre
And at 830
High School Hellcats
Then at 9:42
Road Racers
Sunset Drive-In will bo closed for
the season after November 27.
FIZZLE IS ABOUT'
TWENTY YEARS AHEAD
OF HIS TIME, CHIEF
By H. T. Elmo
(HE ACTS LIKE HE'S
 
RETIRED !
Boy Scouts and Explorer units of
the Four Rivers Council Boy
Scouts of America will hike the
"Land Between the Lakes" Trail
on Saturday, November 27, 1967.
Units will assemble at the start-
ing point, 1 mile north of US High-
way 68 on Kentucky 458 between
8:00 AM and 9:00 AM. The trail
ends at the new museum and visi-
tor center.
Normal hiking time for the trail
is 6 to 7 hours when Scouts are not
carrying full camping gear. The
camping and activities committee
of the Four Rivers Scout Council
will supervise the activity.
COMING HOME!
Carmen Weaks, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Parks Weaks, is spending
the Thanksgiving holidays with
homefolks. Carmen is a student at
St. Mary's at Sewanne, Tem.
COZY!
Grizzly bears take pains to make
their dens cozy for winter. They
dig them into slopes, minimizing
accumulation of water during win-
ter thaws, and line the burrows
with evergreen boughs for warmth.
The dens face north to assure a
deep insulation of snow.
South Fulton's Top Ranking Football Team
(Photo by Gardrar's)
Purchase Credit
Names Garrigan,
Wilson To Board
Parnell Garrigan, of Cayce corn-
:nullity of F'ulton County, and
James Wilson of Wickliffe, Ken-
tucky of Ballard County, were e-
lected to the Board of Directors of
the Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association for a term of
three years. Mr. Garrigan has
served 18 years as a director and
has been president of the organiza-
tion for the past 2 years. James
Wilson is a newly elected director
who is replacing Mr. Clay Powell
who has retired from the board.
The Production Credit Associa-
tion has completed its 33rd annual
stockholdiers meeting which was
held in 6 sections this year. Ap-
proximately 1,650 people attended
these meetings and were served
a barbeque and country ham din-
ner by a catering service.
The association was organized in
1933 by the farmers for the purpose
of financing agriculture in the 8
purchase counties. It has enjoyed a
good, steady growth during the
years and has become a strong fi-
nancial institution wholly owned
by the local farmers.
The association has approximate-
ly 3,500 • members and last year
loaned over $16,000,000 to the farm-
ers in the purchase. Cloys A.
Hobbs. general manager, reported
that in spite of the tight money
situation, the association had suf-
ficient funds to meet the credit
needs of the farmers.
John P. Wilson who is in charge
of the office in Fulton County, said
he had a very successful year in
1966 and is looking forward to a
better year in 1967.
A LESSON FROM AUTUMN
The leaves of brown and gold
and grey,
Give glory to the world today
And make one think of finer days
when glory was not bought
But found in leaves the Lord had
wrought.
It seems that in these days of
strikes
When people trouble with dis.
likes
That there must somewhere be
a man
Who looks at glory all be can
And thinks of days when gold was
gold
And leaves of autumn were
leaves of wealth untold.
Jackie Caraway
ACROSS
1. Set of twenty
6. Mushrooms
11. Egrets
13. Planet
14. Public notice
15. Tree ,
16. Consumed
17. Bone:. anat.
18. Mend
20, Simpleton
22. Swing round
24. Epoch
25.0! musical
sounds
27. Suffix: most •
28. Persian king
30. Awaken
32. Musical
instruments
34. Fruit
36. Equipment
39. Fish eggs
40. Stuns
42. Ask alms ,
44. Pinnacle 53. Act
47. Dread
46. Limb 54. Course of
Trap,
48. State: abbr. 56. Slants
49. Length unit 58. 
51. Girl: slang 59. Fruit
News From Our
Boys In The
SELVIC:
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM-Army
First Lieutenant Thomas L.
Adams, 23, son of Mrs. Frances P.
Adams, 604 Magnolia St., Hick-
man, Ky., was assigned Oct. 20 to
the 444th Transportation Company
in Vietnam.
Lt. Adams, a platoon reader, en-
tered the Army in August 1964 and
was last stationed at Edgewood
Arsenal, Md.
The lieutenant is a 1960 graduate
of Fulton County High School in
Hickman and received his B. S. de-
gree in 1964 from Murray State
University. He is a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha and Sigma Lambda
Iota fraternities.
Lt. Adams received his commis-
sion through the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps program at the un-
'versify.
His wife, Mary, lives on Route 6,
Benton.
FT. HOOD, TEX.-Army Ser-
geant Douglas L. Laster, 21, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester C. Laster,
Route 4, Hickman, Ky., fired ex-
pert with the MM-14 rifle Oct. 27
near the completion of his basic
combat training at Ft. Hood, Tex.
The exptirt rating is the highest
mark a soldier can achieve in his
rifle qualification test.
Sgt. Laster entered on active
duty in January 1964 and was last
stationed in Korea.
DRESS UPI
In winter an improperly dressed
person will feel about as much pain
at plus 40 degrees as at 40 degrees
below zero. The nerves that regis-
ter loss-of-heat pain are like fire-
alarm bells that ring just as loudly
for a small blaze as a large one.
Crossword Puzzle
ENIAMMINEMME
mommeammum
mu uuAimmgmm
mmingamm Ammo
mom UMW MEM
AiMUMAIMMINIM
AIMEM MOW M
UMMAIMMEMAIMM
MMIIMAIMILAIMME
UMAINIMMOWAMM
UMMEMERMOMEmm
MOMMEWAIMOM
Answers on
Page 8
Don't Peeld
DOWN
I. Shadow
2. Trees
3. Either
4. Horse of
many colors
5. Printer's
measures
6. Obese
7. Indians
0. Greek letter
9. Game bird
10.Inserr
12. Scat!
13. Hunting trip
19. Cheer
21. Examine
critically
.23. French
"the": pl.
25 Te tea y
24 Yearns
29 Hail!
31 Employ
33. By mouth
34 Insect
covering
35 Edging
37 Boy's
nickname
38 Schoolbook
39 Inclined
platforms
41 Bacon and •
43. 12 dozen
45. Arabian
prince '
47. Floating ice
50. Frost
52. High peak
55. Musical note
67. Dad
THE FIZZLE FAMILY
'WEXOME, CHIEF! YOU
HAVEN'T VISITED -IRIS
ORA4CI4 IN YEARS!
AND 140W IS TOT
FELLOW FIZZLE.
MAK11.4a oirr
1.14
VIC
YOU C60.1*-1 HAVE AWY, LET'S tZi."...E VOW GOOD
, PUG,IY! 7-1ESE GUM DR YOU ARE IN ARITHMETIC,
ARZ F411.1.2 AND I'm EAT- Puo,5Y!
N.5 IFIEtvl ALL MYSELF
"
IF YOU HAD FIVE
ORANGES AND COUSIN
OSCAR ASKED 12DU FOR
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It's A Happy 89th Birthday Event
For Mrs. E. D. Wallace Of Mayfield
On October 30, her 89th birthday,
Mrs. D. E. Wallace of Mayfield
was the guest of honor at a dinner
in the home of her daughter. Mrs.
I. T. Rohrer near Dublin.
Mrs. Wallace is the mother ol
seven children, all of whom are
living. She has twenty-two grand-
children and thirty-three great
grandchildren; also, two great
great grandchildren, who are
Tracey and Shannon Turner, 'chil-
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Turn-
er, Jr. of Fulton.
Four of Mrs. Wallace's children
were with her for this birthday ob-
servance, Raymond Wallace of
Mayfield with his wife and Denis;
Mrs. Alberta Green of Gramville,
Ky.; Mrs. Gifford Hopkins of Clin-
ton, with her husband and daugh-
ter, and Mrs. Rohrer. Also attend-
ing were two sisters, Mrs. A. B.
Floyd, with her husband, and Mrs.
Pearlie Lancaster; Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Evans; Mr. and Mrs. Esby
Collier; Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Summerville and Chuck, Vangie,
Kent and Letta; Gordon Taylor
Ora Lynn, Anita, Rossana and
Johnny; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Turner; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Turner, Jr., Tracey and Shannon;
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Pruitt; Mr.
and Mrs. Rufe Gibson; Beelerton
Gibson, J. T. Rohrer, Judy and
Jimmy.
Three children who were unable
to attend are Mrs. Walter Martin
of Jackson, Miss.; Loyd Wallace of
Miami, Fla., and Vernon Wallace
of Austin, Texas.
Five generations were represent-
ed at the birthday party, Mrs. Wal-
lace being The oldest and the chil-
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Turner, Jr. being the youngest.
LASSIE JOINS RESCUE ACTION
When it comes to saving lives, TV star Lassie is an old hand.
(Okay, then-paw.) Her Yuletide motto is: Fight TB and other
respiratory diseases by using Christmas Seals on all your mail.
The United City Florists
of the Twin Cities
cordially invite you to their
CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, November 27
2:00 to 5:00 P. M.
(Register for door prizes at each
of the following):
BILLY & ANN'S FLOWERLAND
Commercial Ave. 472-1264
JOY LYNN FLOWER SHOP
Walnut Street 472-1316
MAC and FAY FLOWER SHOP
Collinwood 479-2811
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Carr and Commercial 472-1577
DEATHS
Lewis Donald Braswell
Lewis Donald Braswell died last
Friday, November 18, in Bowld
Hospital at Memphis where he had
been a patient for five weeks. Fun-
eral services were held Sunday af-
ternoon in Whitnel Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. James W. Best,
pastor of the First Baptist Church,
officiating. Burial was in Mounds
City, Illinois.
Mr; Braswell, 40, an Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad engineer, was born
in Mounds City, the son of Mrs.
Lewis W. Braswell of Mounds City
and the late Mr. Braswell. His
wife, Mrs. Geraldine Lingle Bras-
well, is a Fulton County health
nurse.
In addition to his wife and his
mother, he is survived by two dau-
ghters, Dawna Louise and Kimber-
ly Ruth Braswell of Fulton; one
brother, Wayne Braswell of Blue
Island Ill, , and one niece.
Coy B. Harrison
Coy Buren Harrison was fatally
injured last Saturday afternoon,
November 19, when his truck crash-
ed on the East State Line in the
Boaz Chapel vicinity.
Funeral services were held Mon-
day, November 21, in Jackson Fun-
eral Home chapel, with Rev. B. G.
Pruitt, Rev. James Holt and Rev.
Joe Barber officiating. Burial was
in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Harrison, 59 of Route 1,
Dukedom, was born in Weakley
County, Tennessee, the son of
Wayne Harrison of Martin and the
late Mrs. Alice Wilson Harrison.
He was employed by Watkins Gar-
age in Dukedom and was a mem-
ber of the Pleasant View Mission-
ary Baptist Church.
Surviving are his father; his
wife, Mrs. Eunice Harrison of
Dukedom; two sons, Paul Harrison in the Oak Grove Church Of Christ,
of Dukedom and Gerald Ilarrison-with Bro. Dennis Rogers official-
of Detroit; one stepson, J. T.
Moore of Detroit; one stepdaugh-
ter, Mrs. Nell Ruth Fry of Detroit;
one brOther, Richard Harrison of
Union City; two sisters, Mrs. Annie
Ruth Milner of Martin and Mrs.
Lillian Arnold of Gleason, and five
grandchildren.
Mrs. Ray E. King
Mrs. Ray King of South Fulton
died Wednesday afternoon, Novem-
ber 16, in the Fulton Hospital. Fun•
eral services were held on Satur-
day, November 19, in the South
Fulton Baptist Church, with Rev.
Gerald Stow, pastor of the church,
officiating. Burial was in the Cayce
Cemetery.
Mrs. King was born in Fulton
County, the daughter of Mrs. Pearl
Lusk Polsgrove of Fulton and the
late George M. Polsgrove. She was
a member of the South Fulton Bap-
tist Church. She was employed as
a nurse at Jones Hospital for nine
years.
In addition to her husband and
her mother, she is survived by one
son, Jerrel Kyle of Cayce; three
sisters, Mrs. Parker McClure and
Mrs. Robert Howell of South Ful-
ton and Mrs. Jimmy Scott of Sand-
ston, Va., four grandchildren and
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Clara Yates
Funeral services for Mrs. Clara
Yates were held last Saturday, No-
vember 19, in the Mt. Pleasant
Church of Christ, with Bro. Lonzo
Williams officiating. Interment in
charge of Hopkins and Brown
Funeral Home of Wingo, was in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Mrs. Yates, a former resident of
Graves County, died in Detroit on
Tuesday, November 15. She was
the widow of Clarence Yates.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Thomas (Buster) Taylor and
Mrs. Ernest Woodwin of Detroit;
two sisters, Mrs. Ethel D. Aldridge
of Route 2, Wingo, and Mrs. Eula
Gillam a Graves County; three
brothers, Clifton Williams of Water
Valley, Clyde Williams of Detroit
and Harry Williams of Mayfield,
three grandchildren and five great
grandchildren.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
November 25: Mrs. Floyd Bowen;
November 26: Bill Bard, Lois Elli-
ott, Harold Henderson, C. D.
Jones; November 27: Jeff Barclay,
Billie Stem; November 28: Virginia
Jones, Carl Kindred, Richard Allen
Lassiter, Lynn Williams;
November 29: Larry Michael
Cresson, Alan Jones, Ricky Pas-
chal, Mark Robey, Mrs. Finis
Vancil Stuart Voelpel; November
30: Mary Jo Cashon, Kevil Work;
December 1: Billy Joe Caahon,
Robert Lee.
Nolan Potts
Nolan Potts was fatally injured
in an auto-truck accident last Sun-
day afternoon, November 20, on the
Dukedom-Dresden Highway near
Dresden.
Funeral services for Sir. Potts
were held Tuesday November 22,
ing. Burial was in charge of
'Jackson Funeral Home.
Mr. Potts, 74, was a farmer and
lived near Tr -City. Ky. Ile was the
son of the late L. A. and Doug
Smith Potts of Weakley County. Ile
was a member of the Williams
Chapel Church of ('hrist.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Lot-
tie Morris Potts, who was critical-
ly injured in the accident; one
daughter, Mrs. I. C. Gardner of
Route 4, Dresden; four brothers,
Curley Potts of Route 3, Fulton,
Herman Potts of Route 5, Fulton,
Cecil and Waymon Potts of De-
troit; one sister Mrs. Iva Nabors
of Crutchfield and eight grand-
children.
HOSPITAI, NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
November 23:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mary Johnson, E. E. Pittman,
Brent Ballow, Mary Horne, Patty
Forrest, Fulton; Ella Mae Boaz,
Jimmy Lucy, Tunny Overby, Doris
Douglas, Sylvia Elliott, Curtis Mc-
Alister, South Fulton; Ann Boyd,
Nora Lee Milam, Route 2, Fulton;
Era Mae Hedge, Jimmy Evans.
Route 3, Fulton; Bill Reese, Mary
Nell Lowe, Route 4, Fulton; Kay
McWhorter. Route 1, Clinton; Au-
brey Copeland, Route 3. Mayfield,
Anna Williams, Route 1, Dukedom;
Ruby Collins. Water Valley; Torn -
my Pearce, Route 2, Wingo; Pris-
cilla Barnes, Union City.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Earl l'hillips, Earl trait
dock, Frances Copelen, Mrs. L. W.
Sons, Mrs. Bert Newhouse, Mrs.
'Ben Holland, Mrs. Richard Mc
Neilly Mrs. Lela Boone, Gene-
vieve McAllister, D. M. Merry-
man, Fulton; Mrs. Agnes Elligood,
Mrs. Edward Bushart, Mrs. Archie
Hornsby, Mrs. J. H. Hale, Carl
Kimberlin, Walter Bequette, Jr.,
South Fulton; Mrs. Clyde Omar,
Route 2, Fulton; R. L. Cannon,
Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Buford
Walker Clinton; Mrs. Fred O'Neal,
Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Elvis Bugg
and baby, Route 2, Clinton; Mrs.
J. C. Morris, Route 3, Clinton; Mrs.
Ernest Mullins, Route 1, Wingo;
Mrs. Bennie Clark and baby,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Teddy Stewart
and baby, Route 2, Dukedom; Ed-
ward Asbell, Oakton; Susan
Bostick, Mrs. Leon Grissom, Water
Valley; Mrs. Herman Wade, Her-
man Warren, Route 1, Lynnville:
W. L. Phillips, Route 3, Martin.
ESCAPES INJURY - George W. Crawford of Fulton escaped without injury Friday when his car ran ou
of control and overturned on the Union City-Kenton highway. (Photo by Adelle)
Letters To Editor
Mr. R. Paul Westpheling
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Editor:
A single ex-.imp' may suffice to
indicate the lack of credibility of
the documentation an which your
article of October 27, "UNICEF
and the Christian Spirit." was
based.
According to this article,
UNICEF gave $3,500,000 to Com-
munist China.
It so happens that Communist
China has NEVER requested or
obtained any aid whatsoever from
UNIC E F.
The other false, unfounded and
irresponsible charges contained in
the article of October 27 are refut-
ed in the enclosed brochure.
'UNICEF-Facts and Fallacies,"
which is at your readers' disposal
free of charge.
To put it in a nutshell:
) UNICEF's aid is NOT given in
the form of cash, except for the
stipends of nurses, midwives and
other local personnel while they
are in training.
2) From 1951 through May. 1966,
UNICEF's allocations to help the
children of Communist countries
amounted to 2.36 per cent of its
total worldwide allocations.
3) UNICEF' is currently aiding
December Is Here!
It's time now to order
COAL
- All Sizes On Hand
- All Grades
- Prompt Delivery
CITY COAL CO.
Dial 472-1150
Greenfield Monument
In Operation Ile Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
Works
W. D. Power.
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS Gr"nfield
Phone 472-1 a 41 Oreentleid. T. Phone 235-220
millions of needy children and
mothers through more than 500
long.range programs in over 100
countries, with an annual budget
equivalent to what is spent on
world armament in two hours of
one day.
Yours most sincerely.
Victor de Keyserling
Director of Information
Services
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
Frankfort, Kentucky
November 15, 1966
Dear Jo and Paul:
Inevilably, the results of the re-
cent election were disappointing to
all of us who hoped that this might
be the year for constitutional re-
vision in Kentucky. Still, they in no
way qualify my respect and ap-
preciation for the job you did
through your newspaper and your
dedication to the principle that our
Commonwealth's charter should be
improved.
The people that we attempted to
serve have spoken, and we must
accept their verdict with good
grace. I jiiit wanted you to know
that I am very grateful for your
strong support of this important
issue.
Sincerely,
Ned
CLASSIFIED ADS
CV ANTENNAS: We install -
Trade-repair and move. Get ou
ft-ices. We service al makes TN
Phone 472-3043. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
thine and electric floor pollshe
end electric vacuum cleaner. Es
change Furniture Co.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital bet's
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky
SALE of registered polled Here
fords. Clean pedigrees. outstandin
blood lines. November 12, Live
stock Pavilion, Dresoen, Tenn.
PIANOS FOR CHRISTMitS
Low overhead terms. Reed Musi
Manor, Benton, Ky., Route 3. Ope.
evenings, Sunday 1:30 to 7 p. m.
GROW WITH FULTON I I I
PARKWAY
3570 No. Lindbergh Rd.
Bypass 66-67 just So.
of Interstaf.: 70
Each "room" iS a
3-room suite! with
living room, bedroom,
terrace, dining,
kitchenette & Bar.
Overlooks
swimming pool.
Smart restaurants
for entertaining.
TVA/4e
eLi
iHOUSE
dirpor, t
ill
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eshw leo°
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L0.00.•
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l
Your luxury suite at
the price of a room
PARKWAY HOUSE 
MOTOR HOTELS
ST. LOUIS, MO:
Write today for
folders: Weekend
Package Plan,
Commercial Brochure,
Convention banquet
Facilities.
FREE
PARKING
_4:7)
A RKWAY
4545 Forest Park Blvd.
- 
F07-5080 - 4..
0
z
11<
HOUSE
CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
This community has received a
shock and is saddened by two
tragic accidents during the week
end. Saturday, Coy Harrison ap-
parently lost control of the truck he
was driving which overturned,
fatally injuring him. Funeral ser-
vice for Mr. Harrison was Mon-
day afternoon at Jackson Funeral
Home chapel.
On Sunday afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Nolen Potts were returning to
:heir home after a visit to their
daughter, Mrs. L. C. Gardner and
family, in Dresden when their car
was struck by a truck on the
Latham-Dresden highway, instant-
'y killing Mr. Potts and critically
.njuring Mrs. Potts. Both of these
families are well-known and have
several relatives and many friends
in this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige and
Mrs. Buren Smith were in Mem-
phis Friday, where Mr. Brundige
has been taking treatments for the
past several weeks. He is reported
:o be improving nicely and will
not go back for three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
Mrs. Darrel Wright and Mike visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann in
Memphis Saturday. Mr. Brann
does not appear to be improving at
this time. _
Thurston Brundige has been a
patient in the Obion County Hos-
pital the past several days.
Members of the New Hope
Methodist Church are especially
inviting everyone to the service on
Sunday. December 4, at 11 a. m.,
when the Paris District Superin-
tendent, Rev. Diggs, will be the
guest speaker. A special tribute
will be paid to Mrs. Evie Taylor,
who has retired from teaching the
youth class after fifty years of de-
Qualified to Serve
You
Our organization is set-up as •
24-hour-a-day service operation,
qualified by training and experi-
ence to give the people of this
community considerate, export
help in time of need. We are fully
iicensed under the laws of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee.
Full "Credit On Tennessee
Policies Honored"
HORNBEAR
S;raletall:WYne
PHONE 472.1412
302 Carr St. Fulton, Ky.
voted and inspiring service to the
church. Her retirement was be-
cause of her failing eyesight. The
many pupils who have attended this
class in the past fifty years are es-
pecially urged to attend this ser-
vice.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Lightfoot
from Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Wade from Union City, and Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Jernigan and two
grandchildren Jan and Jim Wil-
liams, from Tupelo visited Mrs.
Louella Jonakin and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Burke last week-end, honoring
Mrs. Jonakin on her 90th birthday.
Among her many lovely gifts was
a purple-throated orchid corsage,
flown from Hawaii.
The use of a few simple tips
makes the difference between an
undesirable home-made looking
garment and a most desirable
hand-made costume, and this was
demonstrated by Mrs. Helen Wylie
at the meeting of the Chestnut
Glade Club in the home of Mrs.
Myrtle Temple last Thursday. She
demonstrated a very neat method
of applying snaps and hooks, and
a fool-proof method of putting in
zippers.
One hundred percent of the mem-
bers were present and the an-
nouncement was made that ten
members had perfect attendance
for the past year and would re-
ceive special recognition at the
Achievement Luncheon on Decem-
ber 3.
Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook gave the
devotional after the song "Bring-
ing in the Sheaves" was led by
Mrs. W. C. Morrison.
Each member answered the roll
by naming something they were
thankful for at this Thanksgiving
season.
Mrs. Johnnie Hazelwood was in-
stalled as the new secretary. Other
officers had been previously in-
stalled.
The craft leader, Mrs. Jim
Burke, demonstrated several craft
articles and gave directions and
patterns for making articles that
could be used for ('hristmas gifts.
The home furnishing leader, Mrs.
Felts Rawls, gave a report from
the meeting she attended at Mar-
tin recently with Mrs.' Nell Vaugh-
an, who presented a most instruc-
tive lesson concerning the lines
and designs of furniture.
Mrs. W. C. Morrison, the home
management leader, gave a most
interesting report of the meeting
she attended recently at Dresden,
at which useful information was
given concerning the use of time in
the home.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs conducted the
Ihanksgiving•recreatioe.
Delicious refreshments were
.erved to Mrs. Wylie Mrs. Elva
Brown. Mrs. Hubbard, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Chambers, Kim Webb, Trena
Hazelwood and the sixteen mem-
bers. •
THE DOBBS TRUSS
No Bulbs—No Belts—No Straps. lioids rupture in and up like the
hand — Accept No Other—Accept the Best For Reducible
RUPTURE
S1ashable, Sanitary — For Single Or Double Rapture
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 LAKE STREET PHONES 70, 4211
Toa Say they're dolidoosi
BARBECUED BIBS
FROM THE KIM RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton, KT.
Young Kentuckians Win
Trips to 4-H Congress
Young people who tire of ghat,
ing a bedroom with a brother or
slater might take a lesson from
• Kentucky 4-Her who had the
same problem, but did WOW-
thing about it.
Miss Susan Camenisch, 18, of
Stanford, decided to convert a
storage area in her home to a
bedroom as part of her 9-H
Home Economics project. The
effort was part of an overall
performance that recently won
her top state honors and a trip
to the National 4.H Club Con-
gress in Chicago, Nov. 27 to
Dec. 1.
Miu Wilson
Other trip winners, all chosen
by the Cooperative Extension
Service to join Kentucky's dele-
gation to the congress, are Mar-
tha Harney, 18, of Cynthiana;
Nina Meador, 18, of Adolphus;
Amy Chinn, 17, of Centertown;
Peggy Beauchamp, 18, of Har•
dlnsburg, and Kathy Jo Wilson,
15, of Mt. Olivet.
In converting the storage area
90 a bedroom, Miss Camenisch
painted and repaired walls, re-
finished furniture and made
drapes. The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Camenisch, she
She has made 90 garments in
the clothing project and held
several club offices. This year,
Miss Chinn used her prize
money from previous state and
county 4-H clothing exhibits to
make a fully lined royal blue
I cashmere coat and a light bluedress. Her trip is sponsored by
Miss Beauchamp
will enjoy her stay in Chicago
as a guest of Montgomery Ward,
Miss Harney, winner of the
bread award, lists a televised
demonstration of her "Orange
Nut Bread" as one of the high-
lights of her eight years of 4-H
work. She appeared on a home-
makers program sponsored by
the Extension Service at the
request of her home extension
agent.
The bread award is sponsored
by Standard Brands Incorpor-
ated. Miss Harney, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur liarney Jr.,
is a home economics major at
the University of Kentucky.
Mist; Meador, a freshman at
Western Kentucky University,
won the automotive award spon-
sored by The Firestone Tire &
Rubber Company. In addition to
learning how to make minor
repairs on an automobile, Miss
Meador took part in a highway
hazard hunt in her community.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harley Meador.
Miss Chinn, the daughter of
Mrs. Archie Chinn, won the
clothing award, a project she
carried for seven years.
Miss Carnenisch
Coats & Clark Inc.
Miss Beauchamp, the health
award winner, was so successful
during her four years of health
projects that she became a
health leader last year. The
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
S. E. Beauchamp, she will enjoy
Miss H•rney Miss Chinn
her stay in Chicago as a guest
of Eli Lilly and Company.
Miss Wilson, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Keller Wilson, won
the home management award
sponsored by Tupperware.
"Kathy Jo can take her place
In any home and perform any
type of housework," said Mrs.
Lila Jean McConnell, club lead-
er. "She is excellent with chit.
dren and the sick."
Miss Wilson did all the spring
cleaning in her home this year
while continuing to help her
grandmother with her laundry.
Deaug
age
17a)uo,
Wish JIM PRYOR
lioisellerel Avoid. Illinois raetrol Regrow/
CAPITAL — MUST BE USED
CAUTIOUSLY
The past quarter century has
been interesting indeed. Compared
with 1940, we have one-third fewer
farmers which are producing food
and fiber for home and export.
Total farm production has increas-
ed over 40 per cent during this
period, while production per work-
er has increased more than 100 per
cent.
People in the credit field are in-
clined to sum up the agriculture's
revolution in this manner, the key
has been the substitution of capi-
tal for labor. Studies show conclu-
sively that farm income per hour
of labor used varied directly with
capital that has been invested per
worker. It looks as .though these
trends will continue in the years
that are just ahead. Most likely in
the future, credit will be relied
upon increasingly by individuals
and co-operatives, to supplement
savings invested in their business,
in meeting their mounting credit
needs.
In order to survive, farmers will
have to expand or revise their
operations in order to conform to
the new credit of farm business.
Farmers have already demonstrat-
ed just what they can do to im-
prove their efficiency on the farm,
but they still face some real chal-
lenges beyond the line fences.
SAVE TIMEAVE GASHOP AND GO
2000 FEET FREE PARKING
RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
- ITS SO EASY TO
STOP AND SHOP
AT
FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY FULTON, KY.
ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
i1111013 City, Tenn.
WEIGHT-A-DAY-A-MONTH
A dairy cow can "make a pig of
herself" at the dinner table.
Almost everyone deplores the
sight of a poor, underfed cow with
ribs sticking out like a coatrack.
But the overfed cow may be just
as hard on the owner's pocketbook.
Cows should be fed according to
their milk production—not accord-
ing to their appetites.
One cow's feeding needs may
vacy considerably from another's.
If the dairyman feeds all his cows
alike he will overfeed some and
underfeed others.
The only accurate way to deter-
mine the right amount of feed for
dairy cow's is to keep dairy re-
cords. Information about the
Weight-a-Day-a-Month record keep-
ing plan, a simple, inexpensive
system designed particularly to
meet the needs of owners of small
herds, is available at the county
agent's office.
Feed costs should run only about
half the total cost of producing
milk. By feeding according to pro-
duction, as shown by the records,
dairymen are able to cut their feed
costs and increase their milk pro-
fits.
In addition to altering an accu-
rate means of determining the
amount of feed cows need, dairy
records point out unprofitable cows
that should be culled and give
valuable assistance in selecting
high
-producing cows to be bred for
herd replacements.
KEN-TEN ANGUS - AVERAGE
$421
The Ken-Ten Farm Angus Sale
here last Wednesday averaged
$427 on 62'2 lots, with 131/2 bulls
figuring at $691, 49 females $350,
and the top ten head averaged
$800.
Top bull sale was the $1,500 te
interest in Wilton Bardoliermere
734 purchased by David Phelps,
Fulton, Ky.
The top female was Ericamere
Ken-Ten 5, sold at $675 to Mc-
Dougal & Downs Murray, Ky.
Demand was good for the better
quality animals. It was a good sale
and the average price was above
last year's sale. Buyers were from
Tennessee, Kentucky and Missis-
sippi.
NUMBER OF U. S. FARM
WORKERS
January through September 1966,
were 27 percent below the average
of the previous five-year period,
TV
_ SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ar-tennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs, Carey Fried&
Condon Mitchell underwent sur-
gery the past week in the Madison
County General Hospital at Jack-
son, Tenn. The family was at his
bedside. He is doing as well as ex-
pected.
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church at both the morn-
ing and evening services. Remem-
ber that the Thanksgiving service
is this Wednesday night, November
23. Bro. Larry Clark, of the Ruth-
ville Baptist Church, will be guest
speaker. Pastor Rogers and the
church invite everyone.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood
returned home to Elgin, RI., Wed-
nesday, after being called here
due to the accident and death of
their brother-in-law, William Har-
rison, which occurred ten days ago
near Fulton.
Bro. Charles Wall will fill his ap-
pointment at Knob -Creek Church
of Christ next Sunday at 11 a. m.
Everyone is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons Mark and Stevie of Mar-
tin, spent Sunday with their par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter,
near here.
Grant Bynum remains about the
same at his home near here. His
children are attending him during
his convalescent days. He enjoys
all his "get-well" cards.
New Salem Baptist Church sent
their offering to Paducah's Tele-
thon of Stars last week. The offer-
ing was collected a week ago, be-
fore the scheduled program for
crippled children. Many donations
went out from Tennessee that will
aid children in the area of Tennes-
see.
Mrs. Dave Mathis continues to
improve and is able to be out
some. She is one of the beloved
ladies of our village, and friends
will be glad to know she has im-
proved over a period of several
weeks.
Most of the sowing of wheat was
completed the past week by our
farmers. All early wheat sown is
up to a good stand at this writing.
Corn crops help our soil, besides
keeping America beautiful.
I wish everyone a most safe and
happy Thanksgiving. We have so
much to be thankful for and may
we not forget to give thanks.
FRUITFUL GIFT
An initial stock of 1.400 fruit tree
seedlings which CARE gave to 4-II
Club members in Guatemala has
been nurtured into 35,000 fiskit-bear-
ing trees, yielding new sources of
food and income for needy rural
families. Continued aid is needed
—send contributions to CARE,
1720 West End Ave., Nashville,
Tennessee 37203,
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGoe Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern it
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
Of all the
ireat Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Yellowstone.
Try it.
WHrN YOU TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRE
1960-64. This is a continuation of a
long-term trend and will be in ef-
fect several more years.
THE LEVEL OF FARM WAGE
RATES reported by farm operators
on October I, 1966, was 9 percent
higher than a year earlier and 40
percent above the 1957-59 average.
Farm wage rates have climbed
steadily in recent years. The U. S.
average October 1, 1965 was $6.40
per day with house furnished. The
same figure was $700 for 1966.
Comparable figures for Tennessee
were $4.85 for 1965 and $5.40 for
1%6.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
December 10 - Ames Plantation
Bull Sale - Grand Junction.
December 13 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Lexington — December 14 - Feeder
Pig Sale - Brownsville.
• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lows
Nice crowds attended service at
Johnson's Grove and Chapel Hill
last Sunday. There will be a joint
Thanksgiving service Wednesday
night, with the meeting being held
at Johnson's Grove this year.
Mrs. Lois Chappell, with son and
wife, of Martin were visitors in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Rod Stem
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of Mar-
tin spent last Thursday with Mrs.
C. E. Lowe.
Bill Reese has been a patient in
Hillview Hospital for several days
and will undergo surgery Tuesday.
90 PROOF
$150sPT.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof 6 years old.
Bottled-In-Bond. Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.
fauvist°
-•••-=7=te: •
,=•••••••
Fulton Insurance Agency
1011 YOUR
• FARM &ND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
' FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 2011 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
US. 51 & Middle Road Fulton Phone 472-3531
Finest Duality B.EGoodrich
NEW TREAD TIRES
Genuine B.F.Goodridt retreads cop.
pfied Airmail to ridewall only an
carefully seleded wand dre rasiope.
FREE FAST MOUNTINGI
NO MONEY DOWN UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY
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Greatest Source Of Energy Comes
From Prayer, Lecturer Reveals
Mankind's greatest source of
energy will finally he elisoavered to
he prayer, according to a Christian
Science lecturer who spoke in Ful-
ton on Friday.
Prayer is a "wellspring of divine
energy . . . a basic force," said
Gertrude E. Velgutti, CS.
She spoke of spiritual energy as
a poser beyond lumen measure-
ment, but which takes tangible form
as "constructive" thinking — and
with tangible results.
"It is the calm strength, the di-
vine power of Spirit . . . extending
into every area of human experience,
mental, moral, and physical."
The lecture was sponsored by
First Church of Christ, Scientist and
presented in church edifice.
"lisznanity's greatest need is to
suideristaod spiritual power," Mrs.
Velguth stated,
"Men and wOliten build and re-
build a nation" and "put to the
greatest test their material re-
sources and physical *ills.
"But just how far do they really
progress without divine energies .
unsedish motivation . . . individual
rights, justice, and freedom for
all. These are the forces that make
a nation truly powerful."
These forces, the lecturer noted,
operate in the lives of individual
men in the form of constructive
qualities sixth as honesty, purity,
joy. intelligence, love.
"Such qualities are inherent in
God's nature and they emanate
from Him," she said.
"Expressed by man, they identify
-him as God's likeness, God's living
witness."
And "spiritual healing is the re-
sult," she added, telling of several
cases in which people had been
healed and their lives changed
through the release of divine
energies."
Rocket travel to the moon or
stars, "thrilling and adventurous
as it is bound to be," still cannot
really liberate humanity nor satis-
fy its highest aspirations, Mrs.
Velguth declared.
"Christ Jesus proved that the su-
preme forces of the universe are
divine"—"the healing and saving
energy of divine Love.
"When the material elements
troubled the water of Galilee,
Jesus calmed them. Ile knew that
the underlying force of God's, of
Soul's, serenity was dominant over
wind and wave. With this same
knowing he quieted the restless
hearts of men.
"His knowing was based on de-
monstrable Truth, on the quicken-
ing action of Spirit, the immortal
reality of Life.
"Jesus knew that Life is God.
Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
"He knew that matter. or the
flesh, hasn't the power to give Life
or to sustain it, that matter doesn't
perpetuate, evolve, or terminate
Life."
Eventually, said the lecturer,
everyone must come to understand
the teachings and life of Jesus—
"the master Christian and master
Scientist."
"In each individual experience
there must come a final surrender
of all trust in material power, in
material things."
Mrs. Velguth quoted a Bible
verse from the prophet Jeremith:
"Let him that glorieth glory in this,
that he understandeth and knoweth
me, that I am the Lord which ex-
ercise lovingkindness, judgment,
and righteousness, in the earth: for
in these things do I delight, saith
the Lord."
"Our need then." commented the
lecturer, "is to acquaint ourselves
with God and His divine energies."
To the extent that we understand
the supremacy of spiritual power,
she said, "mankind will realize
complete dominion over matter, do-
minion over every mental, moral,
and physical limitation."
Mrs. Velguth offered encourage-
ment along these lines in the words
of the Discoverer of Christian
Science, Mary Baker Eddy: "Let
us feel the divine energy of Spirit,
bringing us into newness of life and
recognizing no mortal nor material
power as able to destroy. Let us
rejoice that we are subject to the
divine 'powers that be' " (Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip-
tures, p.249).
Christmas stamps on the front of
your envelopes will speed holiday
mail to its destination. Christmas
seals on the reverse side will speed
the eradication of tuberculosis.
Protect Your Child
This child Is getting a tuber-
culin test. Tuberculin testing
finds 10. Your Christmas Seal
association encourages tuber-
culin testing as part of its
fight against TO. Help protect
your child.
ANSWER YOUR CHRISTMAS
SEAL LETTER TODAY
How To Understand
The Church Today!
Many sincere people profess to
be confused.
They've seen the traditional
liturgy of the Mass substantially
changed. They see the Catholic
Church and other Christian
bodies ... long divided on doc-
trinal grounds . . . talking and
working and praying together for
spiritual unity. They see radical
changes in the traditional garb
of priests and nuns ,,,and hear
talk of a common Bible for
Catholics and Protestants alike.
They fear that these, and other
possible changes, mark a revolu-
tionary departure from the orig-
trial faith entrusted to the Church
by our Lord Himself.
Nothing, of course, could be
further from the truth. For no
change proposed, contemplated
or approved represents any de-
viation in the essentials of the
Faith.
You can prove this by writing
for a copy of our free pocket-
size pamphlet entitled: "To Un-
derstanding The Church Today."
It covers such topics as What Is
An Ecumenical Council?, The
Ecumenical Movement, The Role
of the Lay Person in The Church,
and The Catholic Liturgy.
This interesting new pamphlet
 
 
FREE — Mod
Pl•••• send ins your Pr. *mettle
Ms Church Timmy.
Name 
Address
City
will help you better to under-
stand the discussions and de-
cisions of the Vatican Council.
It will explain the spirit of love
and understanding which marks
the ecumenical movement on tne
part of both Catholic and other
Christian church bodies.
Even more important to your
personal religious life, it will
explain how your role as a din-
elute of our Lord is magnified
and sanctified by increased par-
ticipation in the work and wor-
ship of Christ's Church.
Changes in the liturgy of the
Mass do indeed represent a
marked departure in the form
long familiar to Catholics of our
time. But you will learn from
this interesting pamphlet that
the changes are only in form—
not in essence—that the Mass
may seem different in some
ways as a ceremony, but not at
all in its essential nature as a
divine sacrifice.
Whether you are a Catholic or not
you will find real •piritual vtilu• in
this clear-rut explanation of the
Church as it is tocisy. And ilk• other
Chelations whn or. guiding in good'
moo find 5 nay to help make the
(Mat Chrirtlan goal of ecumenism •
reality.
Writ. today .. . ask for Pamphlet
KC-23. Well send it free and without
obligation. And nobody will roil Ow
you.
Coupon Today! 
Na, KC-55 entitled -To Understanding
— 
State Zip Code
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
KINTUCKY STATE COUNCIL
RELIGIOUS INFORMATION BUREAU
P.O. SOX No. 
20022—LOUISVILLE. )tENTUC5Y-40E20
le;
U
...whether you are citizens of America
or citizens of the world, ask of us here the same high standards
of strength and sacrifice which we ask of you. With a good
conscience our only sure reward, with history the final
judge of our deeds, let us go forth to l63c1 the land we love,
asking His blessing and His help, but knowing that
here on earth
God's work,,
must truly be our own
—President John F. Kennedy
Inaugural Address
Fri
PREerilTEP AS A PUBLIC SERVICE BY
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Futton Phone 4724951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Snore
Fulton, Ky, Phone 472-1300
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
se0 us for all your Insurana• needs
231 Main SE Phone 472-1341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At ihe store or at your door
Fuiten, KY. Phone 472-3311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky, Union City, Tenn,
Seen. Fulton, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For resery•tion call 472-33116
Cr write 309 North Parkway, Fulton,
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-2655
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-9086
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm A Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability C 
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472.135,
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
'Live Better illociricelle
Hickman, icy.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. I.
Kentucky Ave,, Fulton Phone 471447.
Henry L Siegel Company. Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St. Dial 472-1412
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 4mun
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"
Lake Street Dial 4714411
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
,ntiques Souyonirs E xcetlent Food
Private dining for 250
Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tiros, Bafterlea, minor repairs
Broadway St. Phone 479-9072
CHESTNUT GLADE
117 MM. Harvey Vaughn
This community has received a
shock and is saddened by two
tragic accidents during the week
end. Saturday, Coy Harrison ap-
parently lost control of the truck he
was driving which' overturned,
fatally injuring him. Funeral ser-
vice for Mr. Harrison was Mon-
day afternoon at Jackson Funeral
Home chapel.
On Sunday afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Nolen Potts were returning to
:heir home after a visit to their
daughter, Mrs. L. C. Gardner and
family, in Dresden when their car
was struck by a truck on the
Latham-Dresden highway, instant.
!y killing Mr. Potts and critically
.njuring Mrs. Potts. Both of these
families are well-known and have
several relatives and many friends
in this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige and
Mrs. Buren Smith. were in Mem-
phis Friday, where Mr. Brundige
has been taking treatments for the
past several weeks. He is reported
to be improving nicely and will
not go back for three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
Mrs. Darrel Wright and Mike visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann in
Memphis Saturday. Mr. Brann
does not appear to be improving at
this time.
Thurston Brundige has been a
patient in the Obion County Hos-
pital the past several days.
Members of the New Hope
Methodist Church are especially
inviting everyone to the service on
Sunday. December 4, at 11 a. m.,
when the Paris District Superin-
tendent, Rev. Diggs, will be the
guest speaker. A special tribute
will be paid to Mrs. Evie Taylor,
who has retired from teaching the
youth class after fifty years of de-
Qualified to Serve
You
Our organization is set-up as a
24-hour•a-day service operation,
qualified by training and experi-
ence to give the people of this
community considerate, expert
help in time of need. We are fully
,icensed under the laws of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee.
Full "Credit On Tennessee
Policies Honored"
HORNBEAK
grmetae(aze
PHONE 472 1412
302 Carr Si. Fulton, Ky,
voted and inspiring service to the
church. Her retirement was be-
cause of her failing eyesight. The
many pupils who have attended this
class in the past fifty years are es-
pecially urged to attend this ser-
vice.
Mr, and Mrs. Clyde Lightfoot
from Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Wade from Union City, and Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Jernigan and two
grandchildren Jan and Jim Wil-
liams, from Tupelo visited Mrs.
Louella Jonakin and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Burke last week-end, honoring
Mrs. Jonakin on her 90th birthday.
Among her many lovely gifts was
a purple-throated orchid corsage,
flown from Hawaii.
The use of a few simple tips
makes the difference between an
undesirable home-made looking
garment and a most desirable
band-made costume, and this was
demonstrated by Mrs. Helen Wylie
at the meeting of the Chestnut
Glade Club in the home of Mrs.
Myrtle Temple last Thursday. She
demonstrated a very neat method
of applying snaps and hooks, and
a fool-proof method of putting in
zippers.
One hundred percent of the mem-
bers were present and the an-
nouncement was made that ten
members had perfect attendance
for the past year and would re-
ceive special recognition at the
Achievement Luncheon on Decem-
ber 3.
Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook gave the
devotional after the song "Bring-
ing in the Sheaves" was led by
Mrs. W. C. Morrison.
Each member answered the roll
by naming something they were
thankful for at this Thanksgiving
season.
Mrs. Johnnie Hazelwood was in-
stalled as the new secretary. Other
officers had been previously in-
stalled.
The craft leader, Mrs. Jim
Burke, demonstrated several craft
articles and gave directions and
patterns for making articles that
could be used for Christmas gifts.
The home furnishing leader, Mrs.
Felts Rawls, gave a report from
the meeting she attended at Mar-
tin recently with Mrs. Nell Vaugh-
an, who presented a most instruc-
tive lesson concerning the lines
and designs of furniture.
Mrs. W. C. Morrison, the home
management leader, gave a most
interesting report of the meeting
she attended recently at 'Dresden,
at which useful information was
given concerning the use of time in
the home.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs conducted the
thanksgiving recreation.
Delicious refreshments were
served to Mrs. Wylie Mrs. Elva
Brown, Mrs. Hubbard,. Mrs. Eliza-
beth Chambers, Kim Webb, Trena
Hazelwood and the sixteen mem-
bers.
THE DOBBS TRUSS
No Bulbs—No Belts—No Straps. Holds rupture in and up like the
hand — Accept No Other—Accept the Best For Reducible
RUPTURE
at ashable, Sanitary — For Single Or Double Rupture
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 LAKE STREET PHONES 70, US
You'll Say they're &Waal
BARBECUED BIBS
FRIIPI THE REG RESTAURANT
Lake Sliest Fulton. Ky.
Young Kentuckians Win
Trips to 4-H Congress
Young people who tire of shar-
ing • bedroom with a brother or
Eater might take a lemon from
a Kentucky 4-H'er who had the
saine problem, but did some-
thing about it
Miss Susan Camenisch, 16, of
Stanford, decided to convert a
storage area in her home to a
bedroom as part of her 4-H
Home Economics project. The
effort was part of an overall
performance that recently won
her top state honors and a trip
to the National 4-H Club Con-
gress in Chicago, Nov. 27 to
Dec. 1,
Miss Meador Miss Wilson
Other trip winners, all chosen
by the Cooperative Extension
Service to join Kentucky's dele-
gation to the congress, are Mar-
Harney, 18, of Cynthiana;
Nina Meador, 18, of Adolphus;
Amy Chinn, 17, of Centertown;
Peggy Beauchamp, 16, of Bar-
dInsburg, and Kathy Jo Wilson,
15, of ML Olivet.
In converting the storage area
to a bedroom, Miss Camenisch
painted and repaired walls, re-
finished furniture and made
drapes. The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Camenisch, she
Miss Cameelseit Miss Beauchernp
will enjoy her stay in Chicago
as a guest of Montgomery Ward.
Miss Harney, winner of the
bread award, lists a televised
demonstration of her "Orange
Nut Bread" as one of the high-
lights of her eight years of 4-H
work. She appeared on a home-
makers program sponsored by
the Extension Service at the
request of her home extension
agent.
The bread award is sponsored
by Standard Brands Incorpor-
ated. Miss Harney, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harney Jr.,
Is a home economics major at
the University of Kentucky.
Miss Meador, a freshman at
Western Kentucky University,
won the automotive award spon-
sored by The Firestone Tire &
Rubber Company. In addition to
learning how to make minor
repairs on an automobile, Miss
Meador took part in a highway
hazard hunt in her community.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harley Meador.
Miss Chinn, the daughter of
Mrs. Archie Chinn, won the
clothing award, a project she
carried for seven years.
She has made 90 garments in
the clothing project and held
several club offices. This year,
Miss Chinn used her prize
money from previous state and
county 4-H clothing exhibits to
make a fully lined royal blue
cashmere coat and a light blue
dress. Her trip is sponsored by
Coats & Clark Inc.
Miss Beauchamp, the health
award winner, was so successful
during her four years of health
projects that she became a
health leader last year. The
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
S. E. Beauchamp, she will enjoy
Miss Harney Miss Chinn
her stay in Chicago as a guest
of Eli Lilly and Company.
Miss Wilson, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Keller Wilson, won
the home management award
sponsored by Tupperware.
"Kathy Jo can take her place
In any home and perform any
type of housework," said Mrs.
Lila Jean McConnell, club lead-
er. "She is excellent with chil-
dren and the sick."
Miss Wilson did all the spring
cleaning in her home this year
while continuing to help her
grandmother with her laundry.
With 11M PRYOR
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CAPITAL — MUST BE USED
CAUTIOUSLY
The past quarter century has
been interesting indeed. Compared
with 1940, we have one-third fewer
farmers which are producing food
and fiber for home and export.
Total farm production has increas-
ed over 40 per cent during this
period, while production per work-
er has increased more than 100 per
cent.
People in the credit field are in-
clined to sum up the agriculture's
revolution in this manner, the key
has been the substitution of capi-
tal for labor. Studies show conclu-
sively that farm income per hour
of labor used varied directly with
capital that has been invested per
worker. It looks as though these
trends will continue in the years
that are just ahead. Most likely in
the future, credit will be relied
upon increasingly by individuals
and co-operatives, to supplement
savings invested in their business,
in meeting their mounting credit
needs.
In order to survive, farmers will
have to expand or revise their
operations in order to conform to
the new credit of farm business.
Farmers have already demonstrat-
ed just what they can do to ins.,
prove their efficiency on the tams,
but they still face some real chal-
lenges beyond the line fences. *"...
SAVE TIMEAVE GASHOP AND GO
2000 FEET FREE PARKING
RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO
STOP AND SHOP
AT
FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY FULTON, KY.
ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, Connty Agent
Union City, Tenn.
WE IGHT-A-DAV -A-MONTH
A dairy cow can "make a pig of
herself' at the dinner table.
Almost everyone deplores the
sight of a poor, underfed cow with
ribs sticking out like a coatrack.
But the overfed cow may be just
as hard on the' owner's pocketbook.
Cows should be fed according to
their milk production—not accord-
ing to their appetites.
One cow's feeding needs may
vary considerably from another's.
If the dairyman feeds all his cows
alike he will overfeed some' and
underfeed others.
The only accurate way to deter-
mine the right amount of feed for
dairy cows is to keep dairy re-
cords. , Information about the
Weight-a-Day-a-Month record keep-
ing plan, a simple, inexpensive
system designed particularly to
meet the needs of owners of small
herds, is available at the county
agent's office.
Feed costs should run only about
half the total cost of producing
milk. By feeding according to pro-
duction, as shown by the records,
dairymen are able to cut their feed
costs and increase their milk pro-
fits.
In addition is offering an accu-
rate means of determining the
amount of feed cows need, dairy
records point out unprofitable cows
that should be culled and give
valuable assistance in selecting
high-producing cows to be bred for
herd replacements.
KEN-TEN ANGUS - AVERAGE
$427
The Ken-Ten Farm Angus Sale
here last Wednesday averaged
$427 on 621/2 lots, with 131/2 bulls
figuring at $691, 49 females $350,
and the top ten head averaged
$300-
Top bull sale was the $1,500 1/2
interest in Wilton Bardoliermere
734 purchased by David Phelps,
Fulton, /Cy.
The TOp female was Ericamere
Ken-Ten 5, sold at $675 to Mc-
Dougal & Downs Murray, Ky.
Demand was good for the better
quality animals. It was a good sale
and the average price was above
last year's sale. Buyers were from
Tennessee, Kentucky and Missis-
sippi.
NUMBER OF U.S. FARM
WORKERS
January through September 1966,
were 27 percent below the average
of the previous five-year period,
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Az.•ennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643 WHEN YOU TRADE IN YOUR 01,D 1112E ,
1960-54. This is a continuation of a
long-term trend and will be in ef-
fect several more years.
THE LEVEL OF FARM WAGE
RATES reported by farm operators
on October 1, 1966, was 9 percent
higher than a year earlier and 40
percent above the 1957-59 average.
Farm wage rates have climbed
steadily in recent years. The U. S.
average October 1, 1965 was $6.40
per day with house furnished. The
same figure was $7.00 for 1966.
Comparable figures for Tennessee
were $4.85 for 1965 and $5.40 for
1960.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
December 10 - Ames Plantation
Bull Sale Grand Junction.
December 13 - Feeder Pig Sale •
Lexington — December 14 - Feeder
Pig Sale - Brownsville.
• PIERCE STATION
By Mn, Charles Lowe
Nice crowds attended service at
Johnson's Grove and Chapel Hill
last Sunday. There will be a joint
Thanksgiving service Wednesday
night, with the meeting being held
at Johnson's Grove this year.
Mrs. Lois Chappell, with son and
wife, of Martin were visitors in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mr.s, Ray Adams of Mar-
tin spent lasithursday with Mrs.
C. E. Lowe.
Bill Reese has been a patient in
Hillview Hospital for several days
and will undergo surgery Tuesday.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs, Carey Frtells
Condon Mitchell underwent sur-
gery the past week in the Madison
County General Hospital at Jack-
son, Tenn. The family was at his
bedside. He is doing as well as ex-
pected.
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church at both the morn-
ing and evening services. Remem-
ber that the Thanksgiving service
is this Wednesday night, November
23. Bro. Larry Clark, of the Ruth-
ville Baptist Church, will be guest
speaker. Pastor Rogers and the
church invite everyone.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood
returned home to Elgin, m., Wed-
nesday, after being called here
due to the accident and death of
their brother-in-law, William Har-
rison, which occurred ten days ago
near Fulton.
Bro. Charles Wall will fill his ap-
pointment at Knob Creek Church
of Christ next Sunday at 11 a. m.
Everyone is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons Mark and Stevie of Mar-
tin, spent Sunday with their par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buten Lassiter,
near here.
Grant Bynum remains about the
same at his home near here. His
children are attending him during
his convalescent days. He enjoys
all his "get-well" cards.
New Salem Baptist Church sent
their offering to Paducah's Tele-
thon of Stars last week. The offer-
ing was collected a week ago, be-
fore the scheduled program for
crippled children. Many donations
went out from Tennessee that will
aid children in the area of Tennes-
see.
Mrs. Dave Mathis continues to
Improve and is able to be out
some. She is one of the beloved
ladies of our village, and friends
will be glad to know she has im-
proved over a period of several
weeks.
Most of the sowing of wheat was
completed the past week by our
farmers. All early wheat sown is
up to a good stand at this writing.
Corn crops help our soil, besides
keeping America beautiful.
I wish everyone a most safe and
happy Thanksgiving. We have so
much to be thankful fOr and may
we not forget to give thanks.
FRUITFUL GIFT
An initial stock of 1,400 fruit tree
seedlings which CARE gave to 4-H
Club members in Guatemala has
been nurtured into 35,000 fruit-bear-
ing trees, yielding new sources of
food and income for needy rural
families. Continued aid is needed
—send contributions to CARE,
1720 West End Ave., Nashville,
Tennessee 37203,
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and The
—Clowns and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
Of all the
ireal Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Yellowstone.
Try it. 90 PROOF
'4" 1$1"t's0I. Vs PT
Kentucky Str•Ight Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof 6 years old.
Bottfed•ln.Bond. Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville. Kentucky.
•
Fulton Insurance Agency
roa rout
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE'
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 208 MAIN STREET
litt-TON, KENTUCKY
US. 51 & Middle Road Fulton Phone 472-3531
Finest Quality B.EGoodrich
NEW TREAD TIRES
Genuine B.F.Goodricir retreads ap-
plied elder/all to sidevrall only es
earefelly selected wand tire cos*"
FREE FAST MOUNTING!
NO MONEY DOWN UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY
t tree
o 4-H
has
tear-
es of
rural
eeded
ARE,
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Greatest Source Of Energy Comes
From Prayer, Lecturer Reveals
Maricind's greatest source of
energy will finally be discovered to
be prayer, according to a Christiim
Science lecturer who spoke in Ful-
ton on Friday.
Prayer is a "welLspring of divine
energy 
. 
. a basic force," said
rudeGert Velguth, C.S.
She spoke of spiritual energy as
a power beyond human measure-
ment, but which takes tangible form
as "constructive" thinking — and
with tangible results.
"It is the calm strength, the di-
vine power of Spirit. . . extending
into every area of human experience,
mental, moral, and physical."
The lecture was sponsored by
First Church of Christ, Scientist and
presented Si church edifice.
"Humanity's greatest need is to
understand spiritual power," Mrs.
Velguth stated.
"Men and women build and re-
build a nation" and "put to the
greatest test their material re-
sources and physical skills.
"But just how far do they really
progress without divine energies . . .
unselfish motivation . . . individual
rights, justice, and fieesiurn for
all. These are the forces that make
a nation truly powerful."
These forces, the lecturer noted,
operate in the lives of individual
men in the form of constructive
qualities such as honesty, purity,
joy, intelligence, love'
"Such qualities are inherent in
God's nature and they emanate
from Him," she said.
"Exprnssed by man, they identify
him as God's likeness, God's living
witness."
And "spiritual healing is the re-
sult," she added, telling of several
cases in which people had been
healed and their lives changed
through "the release of divine
energies."
Rocket travel to the moon or
stars, "thrilling and adventurous
as it is bound to be," still cannot
really liberate humanity nor satis-
fy its highest aspirations, Mrs.
Velguth declared.
"Christ Jesus proved that the su-
preme forces of the universe are
divine"—"the healing and saving
energy of divine Love.
"When the material elements
troubled the water of Galilee,
Jesus calmed them. He knew that
the underlying force of God's, of
Soul's, serenity was dominant over
wind and wave, With this same
knowing he quieted the restless
hearts of men.
"His knowing was based on de-
monstrable Truth, on the quicken-
ing action of Spirit, the immortal
reality of Life.
"Jesus knew that Life is God.
"He knew that matter_ or the
flesh, hasn't the power to give Life
or to sustain it, that matter doesn't
perpetuate, evolve, or terminate
Life."
Eventually, said the lecturer,
everyone must come to understand
the teachings and life of Jesus—
"the master Christian and master
Scientist."
"In each individual experience
there must come a final surrender
of all trust in material power, in
material things."
Mrs. Velguth quoted a Bible
verse from the prophet Jeremith:
"Let him that glorieth glory in this,
that he understandeth and knoweth
me, that I am the Lord which ex-
ercise lovingkindness, judgment,
and righteousness, in the earth: for
in these things do I delight, saith
the Lord."
"Our need then." commented the
lecturer, "is to acquaint ourselves
with God and His divine energies."
To the extent that we understand
the supremacy of spiritual power,
she said, "mankind will realize
complete dominion over matter, do-
minion over every mental, moral,
and physical limitation."
Mrs. Velguth offered encourage-
ment along these lines in the words
of the Discoverer of Christian
Science, Mary Baker Eddy: "Let
us feel the divine energy of Spirit,
bringing us into newness of life and
recognizing no mortal nor material
power as able to destroy. Let us
rejoice that we are subject to the.
divine 'powers that be' " (Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip-
tures, p.249).
Christmas stamps on the front of
your envelopes will speed holiday
mail to its destination. Christmas
seals on the reverse side will speed
the eradication of tuberculosis.
This child Is getting a tuber-
culin test. Tuberculin testing
finds TB. Your Christmas Seal
association encourages tuber-
culin testing as part of Its
fight against TB. Help protect
your child.
How To Understand
The Church Today!
Many sincere people profess to
be confused.
They've seen the traditional
liturgy of the Mass substantially
changed. They see the Catholic
Church and other Christian
bodies . . long divided on doc-
trinal grounds . . . talking and
working and praying together for
spiritual unity. They see radical
changes in the traditional garb
of priests and nuns ... and hear
talk of a common Bible for
Catholics and Protestants alike.
They fear that these, and other
possible changes, mark a revolu-
tionary departure from the orig-
inal faith entrusted to the Church
by our Lord Himself.
Nothing, of course, could be
further from the truth. For no
change proposed, contemplated
or approved represents any de-
viation in the essentials of the
Faith.
You can prove this by writing
for a copy of our free pocket-
sizs pamphlet entitled: "To Un-
derstanding The Church Today."
It covers such topics as What Is
An Ecumenical Council?, The
Ecumenical Movement, The Role
of the Lay Person in The Church,
and The Catholic Liturgy.
This interesting new pamphlet
 
 
FREE — Mail
will help you better to under-
stand the discussions and de-
cisions of the Vatican Council.
It will explain the spirit of love
and understanding which marks
the ecumenical movement on the
part of both Catholic and other
Christian church bodies.
Even more important to your
personal religious life, it will
explain how your role as a dis-
ciple of our Lord is magnified
and sanctified by increased par-
ticipation in the work and wor-
ship of Christ's Church.
Changes in the liturgy of the
Mass do indeed represent a
marked departure in the form
long familiar to Catholics of our
time. But you will learn from
this interesting pamphlet that
the changes are only in form—
not in essence—that the Mass
may seem different in sorne
ways as a ceremony, but not at
all in its essential nature as a
divine sacrifice.
Whether you are • Catholic or not.
you will find real spiritual value in
this cleat-rot explanation of tO.
Church as is is todaY. And like other
Christians who are striving In good-
will toward unity of faith. you too
may find • way to help make the
great Christian goal of ammonia= •
reality.
Writs today • . . ask for Pamphlet
KC-23. Well 'end It free and without
obligation. And nobody MU mill 0111
YOIL
Coupon Today! 
Pim. Mod one your Free PaniphIM 
Ma, KC.23 entitled 'To Undolotenntem
the moire. 'recur
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
KENTUCKY STATE COUNCIL
RELIGIOUS INFORMATION BUREAU
P.O. BOX No. 20022—LOUISVILLE. 
KENTUCKY--40220
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-9006
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm I Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability C 
200 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472435,
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St. Dial 472.1412
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
.ntiques Souvenirs Excellent Feed
Private dining for 150
...whether you are citizens of America
or citizens of the world, ask of us here the same-high standards
of strength and sacrifice which we ask of you. With a good
conscience our only sure reward, with history the final
judge of our deeds, let us go forth to lead the land we love,
asking His blessing and His help, but knowing that
here on earth
—President inhn F. Kennedy
Inaugural Address
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
S.. us for all your Insurance needs
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
sw Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing bons*. For reservation call 472-33U
Dr writ* 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
WATERFIELD--
(Continued from Page One)
'o vote for him, and from what I
:ear, the feeling among business
,eople is the same, yet peoplehink there'll be too much of the
3rne thing it Henry is elected, so
-sey just might not vote for him
or the sake of a change," he
:hrugged. rather sadly.
"Change to what?" this reporter
asked. "I don't know" he replied
-but whatever it is the First Dis"-
'rict wanted something else or they
wouldn't have voted Republicanfor the first time in history."
And that's the understatement ofhe year!
State Rep. George Harris of Liv.
agston County, who is handling%andler's political affairs in West-
'rn Kentucky, told the Sun-Demo-
rat, that, if the petition was in-
ended to knock Chandler out of the
ace, it would be "fruitless." -
Harris said, "Chandler is in the
ace to stay."
He sz'ad that a Chandler strategy
ession will be held Tuesday in Ver-
aillea.
Harris said that announcementsf a Chandler ticket would be forth-
aming soon after the meeting is
He s:rd that. "we will run a met'
at campaign." Campaign head-
alarters will be the "cabin" near
:handler's home in Versailles, he
.dded.
The "cabin" is the former ('hand-
er residence near his present resi-
'ence, It Ls a five-bedroom house
vhich is often used for business
ricl social purposes, Harris said.
He said that the Chandler forces
'on't have the money for an ex-
ravagant campaign and probably
von't open a formal headquarters in
'ouisville, as is traditional, at
east not Lir several mare months.
SCOUT WORKERS—(Conttnuea frees Page One)
'tuned down, but the time consum-
.ng effort is having to go back the
,econd, even the third time. Thetintribution is always generous,
'yen though it is tardy. Names
sill be acknowledged in thepapers, so if you don't get to seehe solicitor, everybody will know
:if your generosity."
"Please help us," the genial
•hairman said.
Larry Adel% local manager of Southern Bell, prascrts Haro!d thander,tn, Presir',nt of the Fulton-SouthF u ton Chamber of Commerce, with the first Fulton Telephone Directory to be delivered in tile •r3a.
VOORHEES—
(Continued from Page One)
prizes at the Livestock show.
Jane has been showing Short-horns since she was in the seventh
grade. She was a member of the
Fulton County High girl's judging
team and in 1965 she tied for first
place in the junior judging contest
at the Kentucky Futurity Show in
Bowling Green. Jane has won many
blue ribbons in her 4-11 work and
last year served as junior leader.
The summer of 1965 she won air
award as outstanding 441 camper
and the summer of 1966 she served
as counselor, assisting with marks-
manship.
A
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Now there's even more action in Frigidaire let Actionto solve today's complicated washing problems!
eist•i•sTs
ago
r'.1.••••••••sekk.....
This new Frigidaire,
Jet Action Washer
has 2-speeds,D1icates
cycle & a low price tag!
aiu
Jet simple Design! 5-YEAR
,..• NATIONWIDE WARRANTY!
(IIii, ,f,
0)
i 
_ ...A
;,;!?0: ec:\ 1-year Warranty for repair of anydefect without charge, plus 4-yearProtection Plan (parts only) for
.
furnishing replacement for any defoot.° part m the complete trans
U
...._
' mission, drive motor and large
capac ty water Backed byNo belts! Noputleyst No gears,
pump!General Motors!
$ 2.50
Per Week
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
301 WALNUT DIAL 472-3791
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
ment. Not that the furniture need-
ed it, but I thought that I wouldbrighten the color a little so thatthe pieces could match my bed-
room furniture, which had beendone over a few years ago.
I asked Maureen Grisham if she
would come out to the house to
show me sonic step by step action
on cleaning said furniture and sheseemed happy to do so.
But Maureen didn't "show me,"
she helped me . .. almost did thejob herself. She's the kind of aperson who likes to start on a pro-
 
 ject and move on until it's finished
. none of this do this today, anddo the rest tomorrow, and the nextday, etc.
 ..4111•1111Mly 
We started on a job Saturday af-ternoon, worked on it until even Igot bushed, then took up again onSunday, and went on until we plac-id the furniture in the living-room,as putty as anything you ever saw.Putting the furniture in the liv-ing-room wasn't that easy though.We wanted to change the wholeroom around, try a piece or twodown
-stairs that Iliad upstairs, andbrother by the time we did all thatmoving, placing and carrying on. Ifell flat on my face.
When Paul came back I was anx-ious for him to be surprised at ourhandiwork and said nothing, just tosee if he'd notice. Some 24 hourslater he said:
"What did you do with the twolittle tables you had on the sidesof the couch in the living
-room?"Do you know that's where we putthose lovely new tables? He didn'tcomment one way or 'nother . . .just wanted to know where theothers were.
Yes, he's still alive, but it's notmy idea. I just thought the chil-dren would like to visit him whenthey came home Wednesday. That'stire reason he's still walking aroundin one piece.
Kentucky Gives
Allstate Hike
In Auto Rates
The Kentucky Department of In-surance has announced approval ofan automobile insurance rate revi-sion sought by the Allstate Insur-ance Company, Commissioner S.Roy Woodall has announced.New rates approved by the Insur-ance Department will permit Allstateto charge an additional 15 per centon bodily injury and property dam-age liability insurance and 5 percent on auto collision insurance. Nocharge was made in the rates forauto comprehensive coverage.Necessary rules changes to imple-ment the new rates were also per-mitted. Woodall said.
Woodall stated that Allstate, at anOct. 7 public hearing, introducedevidence showing the necessity forthe rate increase. No evidence wasintroduced in opposition to it. Ac-
cording lo Allstate, the firm had
sustained an underwriting loss ofapproximately 25 per cent onpolicies written during 1965.
Allstate, during that year, wrotebodily injury and property damageliability insurantr amounting to 82,-037,880 or 3.8 per cent of the totalof such insurance written in Ken-tucky during 1965. Woodall said. '
HUSSEY—
(Continual from Page
It was in this field that Peggy
ventured into the area of an indi-
vidual reputation.
"Before I would put a character
on a lay-out board, I would first
make a pencil sketch of the indi-
vidual just to capture the feeling
of the character as it related to the
advertising lay-out," she said.
"People started asking me for the
sketches and offered to pay for
them so I sold them for nominal
costs," she added.
"The first thing you know I wasgetting a lot of requests for these
sketches to such a degree that Igave up the agency work and I am
now free lancing, as the termgoes," she says with a smile.
She has been "on her own," for
more than a year now, and doingquite well, thank you!
Peggy's work is done with acry-lic paint on plastic. It is a new
technique and requires a good deal
more speed and accuracy than thetraditional oil paints. She has no
set routine for doing her work, nor
can she relate the length of time ittakes to do a single miniature.
"Sometimes I just start painting
and scarcely look up until it's fin-ished and I would be lost to tell youif it took an hour or a day," she
said with a look of inner amuse-
ment.
One of her first showings was in
the lobby of the Little Theatre in
Tulsa. "I had 35 paintings on ex-hibit," she said "and people boughthalf of them on the first night. The
next night the theatre burned butI was able to get my paintings
away before they were damaged,"
she added.
Looking pensive for a moment,
and then speaking with a widegrin she said: "You can say that
my art really 'set 'em on fire' inTulsa."
And that may be the most pro-phetic statement Peggy Hussey
wilLever make where her talent is
concerned. This quiet and unassum-ing lady, who looks more like a
suburbanite on her way to the super
market than a talented artist, isquietly turning down invitations to
move to New York "where the ac-tion is!"
The trek is inevitable. And we'llbe the first to say "we knew herwhen."
If, as a reporter, I am not as ex-pert with words as Peggy Husseyis with her brush and acrylicpaints, perhaps this poem, writtenby my old friend in Clarksdale,Mississippi best exemplifies the
amazing, human touch of this tal-ented Fultonian.
• • •
By
Louise Moss Montgomery
JUST PAINTED FOR ME
Are you painting for me,
Lord, these evening skies -
You blended those colors,
you gave me these eyes.When I fasten the one on the
other I see
A marvelous canvas just
painted for me!
If all were to look at the
beauty You give
They would find more
incentive and reason to live,For the wonder and joy
of that magical art
In vivid reflections are
stamped on the heart—
And each one could say of
a sky, of a tree —
"What a beautiful picture -just painted for me!"
Come to The
MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE
• 100M AIR CONDITIONED
• FREE PARKING
• FREE TY IN EVERY ROOM
• I FINE RESTAURANTS
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• I500 FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED
•
elr. JA SAM"
HOME OF TNT FAMO4)5,:
BELL TAVERN' •
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The Store That Cares About You
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
Semi - Boneless
HAMS . .
Whole or
No Center Slices Removed
. lb
Half 9'
SUPER RIGHT - FULLY MATURED BEEF
CHUCK
ROAST . . • • lb.
Center Cut Blade
9(
demU. S. D. A. INSPECTED WHOLE
FRYERS . . . lb.
(CUT-UP or SPLIT lb. 31c)
No Limit - None Sold To Dealers
5'
SWEET JUICE FLORIDA
ORANGES 39(5 lb. Bag . .
imam=NUTLEY GOLDEN QUARTERS
MARGARINE 99,
5 1-1b. Mts. . .
wimaimalooms• 
SPECIAL COFFEE SALE! — SAVE 20c
EIGHT O'CLOCK 1.79
3-lb. Bag . . .
Mild and Mellow
PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO
YOU CAN WIN UP TO$1000 IN CASH
PLUS INSTANT CASH AND
A&P PRODUCT PRIZES
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
Extra Slips To Help You Win
Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Sat. Nov. 26
.•
Used Cars
Late Model Trade-In's
Selection Of Brands,
Colors, & Equipment
1966 CHEVY II Nova 2-dr hard-
'op • 6 cyl, straight shift,
radio, white tires wheel
covers, tinted windshield;
white outside, red trim in-
side; ore owner; we sold
it new; Ky. license.
1966 Chevrolet Impala 2-Dr.
Hardtop, Red, Black Vinyl
inside, VS, powerglide,
power steering & power
brakes, one owner, local
car, sold new by us. Tradein on 67 model Choy. Ky.
car
1966 Chevrolet Chevelle 4.dr.
hardtop, V-8, powerglide,
whit* with red inside, ow
mileage, South Fulton car,
we sold it now, traded in
for one with air.
1966 Chevrolet Belair 4-dr. se-
dan, V-11, pg, white with a
tourq. top, tourquoise in-
side, Ky. car, we sold it
new, around 20,000 milts,
traded in on 67 Choy,
1966 FairIan* 2.dr hardtop 289
VS, column shift, all new
tires, one owner, low mile-
age; green inside & out;
Ky. car; traded in on new
'67 Chevrolet
1965 Corvair Monza Cony. 4.
speed, red and red inside;
new car trade-in
1965 Choy Pickup; long wide
bed; Blue, 6
-cylinder;
radio, Ky. truck; now
truck trade-in
1965 Mustang 2-dr, Coupe, Red
outside, Tenn. Title, Otte
owner, traded in on 67
Model Chevelle, VS Auto-
matic
1965 Ford Falcon 2-dr HI, V-8,
4-speed; Blue; Tenn, car;
new car trade-in
1964 Chevrolet Impala 2-dr.
hardtop; red with black
inside, VS, powerglide,
power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning;
We sold it new; traded in
on new '67 Chevrolet. One-
owner, Ky. car
1964 Chev II Nova: 2-dr. sadan,
White outside, blue inside,
6 cyl. straight, local car,
Tenn. Title
1964 Choy Biscayne 4-dr. 6 cyl.
straight; Beige, Ky. Car.
1 owner
1964 Ford 2-dr Ht; automatic,
white; Tenn. car; new car
trade-in vinyl trim
1964-6.alair Chevrolet, 4-dr se-
dan power steering and Air;
White with blue trim inside.
New car trade-In
1963 Buick Electra 225; 4-dr.
hardtop; power steering,
brakes, windows and
seats; air conditioning.
This car is fully equipped.
Black color. Local car
with Tenn. license
1963 Corvair Monza 2-dr 4.
speed; Gold color, buckilf
seats; new car trade-In
1963 International Scout pickup
4-wheel drive; XY•
1963 Pontiac Cony, with power
new car trade-In
1963 Chivy Imp 4-dr, V-8, Pg.
air, Ps.; Extra Share. KY.
car; new car trade.in
1962 Choy Belair 4-dr. 6 cyl;
straight; white, red trims
new car trade-in
1962 Ford Station Wagon, low
mileage, Ky. car, 6 cyl.
Traded in on 67 Special
White outside
1962 Buick cony. Ps and auto-
- matic; Beige, big car; now
car trade-in
1962 Impala Chevrolet 4-dr, Pg.
Green; local Ky. car, new
car trade-in
1961 CHEVROLET Belair 4-dr.
sedan; 6 cyl, straight
shift; white, blue inside;
radio, Ky. tags.
1961 Chevrolet Impala 4-Dr.
H. T. White, Blue inside,
Tenn. title. Pg. V-8.
1961 Corvair van, whit*, new
truck trade-in
1961 Olds power and air, Gray.
New car trade-in
1960 Belair China. VS Pg;
green; 4-door sedan, Ky. cat
/960 Choy 2-ton truck with
hoist and Omaha grain bed;
bed & hoist about 1 year
old; the truck is a little
rough
1959 Ford 4-dr. Gray-White, VS,
automatic, Ky. tags
1959 Buick 4-dr. Ht. Blue, Ps.
clean, Ky. Car; Now Car
trade-In
1959 Olds 4.dr. sedan (geed
solid car) local, Ky. car.
1958 Ford 4-dr wagon Tenn. car
1948 Chevrolet 2-ton truck with
bed Mss tailgate; good me-
chanically; New truck trade-in
TAYLOR
Chev.-Baick. Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-32.41 Fulton -Kale office 472-2464
Ellis Heatheott - Aubrey Tay-lor 
- Larry &my - MenusWilliams
 
- Dwain and DanTaylor
//wry/
04, Z4ghookg,4yr •K'tOVIstwer
FULTON. KENTUCKY
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Administration Looks For Clues To 1.967 Race
RANXFORT 
- The
state administration Wednesdaybegan taking a hard look at the
Constitution and Senate voting
results to learn if they portend
any pattern for the 1967 cover
nor's race
The early thinking seemed tohe that even if both contests
were flavored with anti-regime
factors, the trend might not
necessarily carry over into next
year.
Opponents of Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt rejoiced especially at
the stunning defeat of the pro-
posed new charter by a margin
of nearly 4 to
They noted that Breathitt had
placed his prestige on the line
to promote the charter.
They noted that Jefferson
County Judge Marlow Cook, a
Republican, and former Gov.
A. B. Chandler, a Democratic
factional enemy of the admin-
istration, were the only two of
50 Constitution Revision Assem-
bly delegates who openly op-
posed revision.
"I'll bet Ned's going to ...
wish he hadn't called every-
body against it (the Constitu-
tion) an extremist," Secretary
of State Thelma Stovall said.
Actually, Breathitt said once
in a speech that among foes of
the charter were radicals and
extremist,
But a Republican leader who
asked not to be identified said!
"The governor cashed his chips
for a good cause and he lost."
Nevertheless, although the ad-
ministration expected to lose
the Constitution battle - and
privately admitted it in the fi-
nal week - it did not anticipate
the landslide burial.
The spme holds true for the
record-breaking re-election mar-
gin of Republican Sen. John
Sherman Cooper against chal-
lenger John Y. Brown.
Many observers expected the
governor's race to start as soon
as the smoke cleared from
Tuesday's election and there
'.vas an immediate flurry of ac•
tivity in both parties.
65- PONTIAC custom Tempest
4.dr; power steering and
brakes; factory air, extra
clean; all-vinyl interior
65 FORD F•irlarie 500 4-dr.
hardtop; air-conditioned;
this car is an EXTRA-CLEAN
local car
(2) 65 FALCON Future se-
dans; both local and 1 own-
er; one straight, one auto-
matic
65 MUSTANG convertible; 4-
speed
64 FORD Galaxia 4-door IL
automatic, steering; extra
clean
63 CHEVROLET Nova SS; red;
clean car
62 FORD G•laxie sedan,
owner; clean car
62 FORD Fairless* 500 sedan62 FORD station wagon; locat(3) 61 FORD sedans
(4) 60 FORD sedans6111 FALCON sedan
611 FORD iblo knot,
clean car
60 IMPALA hardtop 348; floor
shift
60 OPEL
60 FIAT
59 PONTIAC 4-dr. hardtop;
clean
65 CHEVROLET pickup, long
bed, custom cab
65 FORD pickup. red; custom
cab; real nice
63 CHEVROLET pickup; red
and white, custom
63 CHEVROLET pickup; green
local extra-clean truck
(2) 63 CHEVROLET pickups
extra clean. One green, one
red.
YARDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylen Verde.,
he prime figure in the Deutc-
in arena still was fornii•r
riot Bert Combs, whose teen.
have been the ftx-al mint
of continuing and contradrctursreport,.
If combs political philosophy
holds true to form. he 1, not
likely to view the Constitution
and Senate defeats as indicative
of what the future holds for the
Democrats in 1967.
Combs always has tell that
voting patterns in a governor's
race are different than those in
a national contest - more per-
sonal and based on dificrent is-
sue,.
He also views Kentucky vot-
ing as a pendulum that swines
back and forth regularly. off-
setting any extremes.
In normal circumstances, this
attitude would indicate Combs
is not worried about Democratic
prospects next year and prefers
not to heed the pleas of col-
leagues to "sate the party "
There have been persistent re-
ports the past few days that
Combs has decided after some
soul-searching not to run again.'
,but a reliable source said iijpremature to count him out of
:the race.
Next in line for the adminis-
tration would be Highway Com-
missioner Henry Ward and Atty.
!I Gee. Robert Matthews. neither
. of whom has made :in overt
:move yet.
In the Republican column. the
!potential candidates in next
!May's primary are Cook, Louie
Nunn of Glasgow and former
Congressman Eugene Silber of
Despite renewed efforts to
weld Cook and Nunn on a GOP
ticket, the combination remains
unlikely.
r-- 
•
A.
FIVE GENERATIONS - There were fivegenerations present recently uhen several
members of his family visited J. H. McCon-nell (second from right) at the Mon CountyNursing Home. Pictured are (left to right)
4-H Girls Get Big Awards
Patricia McCauley
Twenty-two years of experi
ence in 4-H Club work are rep-
resented by three girls who
were awarded prizes for their
state projects in compewion
with thousands of other girls
and boys. Winners were namedby the Cooperative Extension
Service.
Anita Douthat. 16. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Douthat.
Alexandria, a six year member
of 4-H, has participated in more
than 19 different projects includ
ing photography. entomology,
home furnishing and good
grooming.
A blue ribbon winner in the!
state color photography division,
Miss Douthat has won more
than 22 blue ribbons for her
demonstrations and record book
"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
63 CORVAIR; bucket seats,
4 on the floor, 36,000 miles;
sharp
63 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; I-owner,Sharp
62 NASH convertible; bucket
seats
60 VALIANT station wagon;
straight shift
61 CORVAIR Station Wagon,
Automatic
60 DODGE 4-dr; clean.
60 CHEVROLET 6-cyl; auto-
matic; sharp
60 FORD black 4-door Galaxie,
power steering and brakes;
air conditioning; low mile.
age; clean
60 CHEVROLET 4-door straight
stick 6-cyl; sharp
60 STUDEBAKER, OD St. Or.59 MERCURY 4-dr; Clean
SI FORD T-Bird, black, good
condition
ing and brakes; clean; low
mileage
51 FORD F•irlane 500, 4-door;
sharp
56 DODGE VS, 4.dr; good con.
dition
57 CHEVROLET V8, auto-
matic, 4-dr.
55 DODGE 4-dr; good fishing
car
JEEP Station wagon
56 FORD Va ton pickup, Good
condition
53 CHEVROLET 1/2.ton pickup52 DODGE Van
20-15 other c•rs, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3383
US 65-51 Bypass, North
Vickie Gillirn
presentations on the state and
county level.
Awarded a $50 savings bond
by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, N.Y., Miss
Douthat was a grand champion
winner in the state's first pho
tography exhibit in which she
presented photos she took of a
flamingo show in Nassau.
Patricia McCauley, 10, was
awarded a 19 jewel wrist watchby the Ralston Purina company,
SI. Louis, Mo.
Miss McCauley, a nine year
member of 4-11, placed secondlast year in her showing of her
dog care records, and from 1965
to 1966 was the county grand
project winner for care of her
Bassett Hound. Matilda. She was
a delegate to the leadership con-
Nielty Forrester of South Fulton and his son,Robert David Forrester, aged 3 1/2 months,Mrs. Walter J. Forrester of 602 North Mor-gan, Mr. McConnell who is 89, and LeonForrester of Route 4, Martin.
S. A. Diamonds 36%
KIMBERLEY - Diamond
mines in the Republic of South
Africa and in South-West Africayield about 36 per cent by value
of the world's supply of gem
and igdustrial stones.
Grapefruit 1.p 12Cc,'
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y.-
World production of grapefruit
in 1965 was about 59 million
boxes, 12 per cent over 1964 and
slightly more than one-fifth
larger than the 1955-39 average.
lloney Output lhaatta
BONN- West Gerniany
ported 46.000 metric tuns 01
honey in 1965, an increase of 24
per cent °ter 1964. Lower honey
production is expected in West
Germany in 1966-7,900 mem,
tons compared with 11,000 in
1963.
.11 55' Bill has a beautiful green 11CHEVY II waiting for you todrive it off the lot A 62 model.6 cylinder, straight shift. 2 door
-
sedan with low mileage Ask
- Bill Taylor at - 
t:
IKen-Tenn Auto Sales,
S. act. WOW .e.,_ m.
All Candles-
including the new
Christmas
Candles,
and other
novelty items
are now
OFF
See this selection
while it last,
 at
the Park Terrace
Gift Shop
GIFT SHOP
4192641 So FLIton, Tenn
Anita Douthat
ference at the University of
Kentucky. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
McCauley of Cynthiana, are her
parents.
A seven-year member of 4-11,
Vicki Ann Gillim, 16, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Gillim.
Lewisport, was presented with a19 jewel watch by the Carnation
Company, Los Angeles, for her
work in dairy foods.
Miss Gillim was the county
champion award winner for her
fruit cream pie two years ago
and a county champion in thebutter cake division last year.
A winner of several medals in
bread baking, she has helped
three other girls to win similar
awards. She also attended the
leadership conference in Lex;ington last year.
Want Quick Results'
Buy A Shopper Want Ad
Each
$7.00 PAIR AT:
Railroad caleafe
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.
SAY IT IN SPANISH
It's easy to get along in
Spain says Helma
hostess fcr Lufthansa German
Airlines - all you need are a
few key phrases: Donde?
DOHN -deh?) "Where?"...
Por favor tPohr fah-VOHR
"Please"... Cuanto es?
KWAHN-toh ess? ) "How
much?"... Buenos dias
(BWEH-nohs DEE-ahs)
"Good day".. May bleu
Mcioy b'yehn I "Very good"
. . Como esta usted? ( KOH-
moh ehs-TAH oos-TEHD?)
"How are you?" Bien. Helma!
-
Ileauls.111..titutt,
_ Car Being Built
By Rolls-Royce
LONDON 
-Rolls-Royce
has announced a new limousine
to be sold only to heads of state.
The roof over the passenger
compartment can be lowered
and the passenger seat raised to
give the populace a better view
of the occupant. The price is a
secret but educated guesses
start around $35,000.
WE BUY.
SELL and TRADE
Both New & Used
Shotguns, Pistols, Rifles
LEADER
ATHLETIC AND
SPORTING GOODS
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
FULTON. KY.
NOTICE!
MARK DOWN PRICES
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY
All of our better merchandise marked down
these two days only!
0.41111MHca,1=11.1NIMMI.t.IMM.< icak.11r4 
.1•11., AMIN .IM11.4
Ladies Coals and Suits
Large Selection t
VALUES TO $49.95 gir 19
Markdown Price: .
98
41111M...IMEN PINION .11M11.140. =NOP. ,1111111. NEIN )4111•14 NM.
Sportswear, Skirts,
Sweaters
Including Bobby Brooks
and Catalina!
VALUES TO $14.98
Markdown Price. . .
ieNIIMIN
$598
,,i16.41 .1=11K ..11o./.11
Many items of Sportswear
Many Dresses marked down to _
Many Dresses marked down to
$1.98
5.98
7.98
THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street Fulton
•—
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GIRLS
unters Making Final Preparations For Opening Of Duck Season
by Marty Eakin
With duck hunting season only a bow days away, and with
.S thousands of ducks already on Reelfoot Lake, guides and hunt-
• eta are busily checking their boats,stringingdecoys and camou-
-- Paging their blinds in readines• for Nov. 25th.
One afternoon recently, Dr. It. L. Gilliam of Union City
E atad lake guide Clyde Ethridge along with Mike, Doe's huge
TA. : red Labrador Retriever climbed into their boats and eased
irjellt the Walnut Log channel and Into open water.
Many ducks, almost tame at this time of the year, moved
• over lust enough to stay clear of the boat and continued playing
= and feeding in the water. But Me Mike, seeing his first ducks
of the season stood up on the side of the boat and had a dog
barking fit while watching for a signal from his master to go
I:latter one of them.
Open water seemed black with coots but Mr. Ethridge,
- with the sharp eyes of a professional guide, pointed out mal-
lards and many other species of ducks favored by hunters.
He !Oak the boats to his older blind on the open water in Upper
i Mao Basin. The blind is fitted between two cypress trees and
cOesred with rough wood and brandies. Then, back into the
= 
.• "rater again, they crossed the basin and went into a pocket of
-reeds where Mr. Ethridge steered for a new blind he and his
•410111 Just completed—well, almost completed, the steps had not
-- _ pot been added.
.4.-• --::: This blind is built on pilings driven Into the water and tts
g.:litaavy board conetruction will protect and warm waiting hunt-
. ern in the cold weather. The boat shed Is a simple framework
-:;-".....Metched with chicken wire and cut reeds. The back and top of
ll —Bie blind, also covered with reeds, blends into die growing
4.: reeds unt0 It Is not easily seen.
Dr. Gilliam could not wait to try out his duck call while Mr.
Ethridge added more thatching to the blind. Many of the ducks,
which had been driven away when the boats made their noisy
entrance, began to fly back and circle around the water pocket
in front at the blind. Ole Mike stood quivering in the boat waiting
:: "... for the sound of Doc's gun but the 114M1011 had not yet opened and
1:* :lice sound never came.
As dusk began to color the sky, blackbirds began to fly and
. then patterns of waterfowl appeared. These patterns becamo
_ - thicker and thicker and finally the birds headed for the refuge
where they settle for a night of rest. The nights cf rest in the
safety af the national refuge keep the waterfowl in the area after
the hunters' guns begin to boom,
Heading out tor -the blind.
.10
Dr. R. L. Gilliam (left) checks decoys, Clyde Ethridge reedies boat.
Story and Photos
by
Adelle Services
•
Two Si5s4zV4tilipn
Girls Win Honors
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn., Nov.
18—Two South Fulton girls won
high awards In 4-H work at the
annual 4-H awards banquet held
at Oblon County Central High
School.
Peggy Sturgis of South Fulton
was named Obion County's out-
standing 4-H Club girl and Glenn
Heatherly of Central was named
the outstanding boy.
Named the most outstanding
junior boy and girl were Marilyn
Hardy of South Fulton and Mike
Muse of Dixie.
Subscribe To The News
The Complete Newspaper
G & H DISCOUNT
FURNITURE
Will Stay Open Until 8:30 PM
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
For Your Shopping Convienee
HOLIDAY SPECIALS
— WITH SHOE SAVINGS IN MIND!
MEN
s no TWO SPECIALLYI 7m 6
g PRICED GROUPS
61/2 to 12
B-C-D
WOMEN
FIVE SPECIAL PRICE GROUPS -. -
1411 Sir To It! Value To 15 AAAA - AAA - AA - B 41/2 Toll
CHILDREN
BOYS ONE GROUP ONE GROUP
$4.85 $5.82
ALL Specials
Plainly Marked
Does Not Include
Entire Stock
B -C-D -E
8 1/2 to 4
Sales On Reduced
Items Are Final
These Are regular stock shoe we are discounting. Many of Our
better styles we can't replace — Price good thru December 10th.
A 117 FAMILY SHOE STORE
I al I 220 Lake Street Fulton 472-1022
STORES
Fulton, Ky.
Your Share tH Paper
460 Pounds A Year
NEW YORK—Everyone In the
United States uses about 403
pounds of paper a year. This
requires the net annual wood
growth from about three-fourths
of an acre of commercial for-
est.
Drill 354000 Wells
HOUSTON—U.S. oil and gas
Industries drilled 35,000 wells
in 1888. Twelve thousand
proved dry, 18,500 were oil wells
and 3,500 were gas wells. The
remainder were service wells
for brine disposal, water and
gas injection.
CATHOLICS
WHAT DO THEY BELIEVE?
THE FAITH OF 50,000,000 WILL BE
EXPLAINED
By a Catholic Priest
Confession, Purgatory, Pope, Mary, Nuns
Each Week Day Morning at 9:30 over
Radio WFUL 1270 Fulton
Write in Questions, will be answered
over the air.
41WeAlSr
New Patterns, New Colors for Fall!
Men's Sport Shirts
Trim New Styles with
Medium Spread or Button Down
Collars . . . Two Low Prices
Cotton broadcloths, cotton
oxford doths and cotton
ginghams in assorted solid
colors and novelty patterns.
Choose from shades of
green, black, navy, burgun-
dy, whiskey and red. Long
sleeve styles. Sizes S-At-L-XL.
I '3"
Long shrove styles In 100%
cotton gingham or 100% cot-
ton Sanforizod oxford cloth.
Choose from solid colors,
bright plaids and Iridescent
types in shades of navy,
green, maize, beige, blue
and chianti. Siam 3-M-L-XL.
Konstant Krease Dress and Sport Shirts
Never Need Ironing!
Dress shirts are polyester-cotton blonds In sizes 14-17 . . .
sport shirts are cotton riingharns, cotton oxfords and polyester-
cotton blends  In sizes S-M-L-XL. White and asters.
Big Selection Of
Men's Fall
SWEATERS
Cardigans or
Crew and V-neck
Pullovers
s8"10"
Choose from turbo Orlon*
acrylics, 70% wool - 30% mo-
hair blonde, 100% lambswool
and 100% 2-ply shodand
wool. Many styisa, novelty
designs and colors Including
black, burgundy, navy, blush
tan and green. 6444.X1..
Men's 2-Plece
Thermal Knit
UNDERWEAR
$l""rOmen.
Theraral lath arose hybris traps
bark Wet far apidemskie
wear is Wrist. worthier. • •
S•aft4-30.
,
/
4
11
ti
Meals Nylon
JACKETS
Quilted Nylon Uning
Over Dacron Polyester
$ 1 2 95
Nylon oxford cloth Up-
front locket with self col-
lar and cuffs. Tough and
serviceable. Brown, black
and dark gray. Sizes
3646.
Western Style
Scrubbed Denim
Jackets
1295
Heavy weight scrubbed
denim lecke with warm
she/Ming type omits
pile Noting. Western
style wit% snap fres*.
Denbo blue color. SO to
46.
a.
l'age 2
'lls
d gas
wells
sand
wells
.me
wells
r and
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Don't
To et
CHRISTMAS
foe 01/I 1013"
VIETNAM
Seminars For Teachers Planned
FRANKFORT — ine
Bducation Department will con-
duct a nine-day education re-
search seminar for 80 teachers
and administrators.
' The seminar, aimed at up-
, ‘rading research programs in
local schools, will be financed
by a 816,000 federal grant.
It will be given in three ses-
sions—Dec. 1-3 at Cumberland
Falls; Feb. 9-11 and March 30-
April 1 at locations to be deter-
mined.
"EARLY BIRO'
Advanced! New! Specially Developed
'wow
25' RECTANGULAR
29' overall Oleg. mast. 295 sq. In. rectangular gesture area
COLOR TV
SPECIAL!
jUAL SPEAKERS!
The WILLIAMS • Model 121170W
Beautiful Contemporary styled "lo-boy"
cabinet In genuine oil finished Walnut
veneers and select hardwood
solids. Two Zenith quelity
twin-cone 7' it 5 speakers.
FULL ZENITH QUALITY!
Deluxe fine-furniture cabinetry!
handcrafted...
built better to last longer!
100% HARDWIRED COLON CHASSIS—NO printed
circuits, no production shortcuts. Every Zenith TV
chassis connection is 100% handwired for greater
operating dependability.
SUPER Ciotti VIDEO mimeo TUNING SYSTEM with
exclusive Gold Contacts for ultra sensitive reception,
longer TV lite and greater picture stability.
SUNSHINE. COLOR PICTURE TUBE—New europium
rare-mirth phosphor for greater picture brightness.
1306 Main Si. Dial 472-364/ROPER TELEVISION 1
Choose Zenith Quality for finest Perfoundoco
OPERATION SANTA CLAUS—
Residents of South Fulton and
Fulton this week mailed ES
boxes, weighing So pounds each,
to local servicemen in Viet
Nam. Included in each box
was a small piece of concrete
torn out of Fulton', Lake street,
as a good luck charm. Helping
tear out the concrete were:
above from left, Santa, Fulton
City Manager Rollin Shaw, South
Fulton City Manager Henry
Dunn, Fulton Mayor Gilbert De-
layer and South Fulton Mayor
Rex Huddle. At left a child
points out the address of a
South Fulton soldier who will
receive one of the packages.
(Photos by Adelle).
Insurance
Increase
_ Unopposed
FRANKFORT — Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau Mutual In-
surance Co. testified at a public
hearing Friday seeking to in-
:rease its auto liability insur-
ance rates by 10 per cent.
The firm also is seeking to
eliminate the compact car dis-
aount-rate for liability and phys-
cal damage coverage.
Tyler Nelson, Farm Bureaiu
actuary, testihed if the firm
had operated with a 10 per
cent increase in rates over the
past 36 months it would have
had a profit margin of .2 per
cent.
No opposition was expressed
Airing the hearing. The Louis-
ville Automobile Club appeared
is an intervener, however, and
:ross-eiclifnined witnesses. .
Insurance Commissioner S.
Roy Woodall Jr. is expected to
rule on the request within the
next month.
Farm Bureau last received a
rate revision in 1959. During
1985, the firm wrote auto insur-
ance premiums amounting to
13,866,528. The proposed rate
revision would increase rates by
$400,000.
High-frequency sounds
may be used to drive boll-
worms from cotton fields.
A new flame-retardant
finish improves nap resil-
ience of cotton blankets and
carpets.
Will Old Moore's Almanack Do it Again?
In its American debut last year, Old Moore's Almanack
startled the skeptics. It predicted a crisis in the newspaper
industry during March, severe earthquakes in the Far West
towards the end of June, a series of strikes in transport dur-
ing July.
And this is what actually happened: In March, a disastrous
six-month newspaper strike'
began after three newspapers I
merged into one in New
York, eventually causing the
death of the 125-year-old
Herald-Tribune. The worst
earthquakes in 11 years
rocked California on June
27-28. In July, a long-drawn-
out airline strike began.
And what's in store for
1967? Here's what Old Moore's
predicts:
• There will be a radical
change in world politics dur-
ing the first days of March.
• The most important horo-
scope in the world—that of
President Johnson—will bear
watching in the spring and
summer quarter.
• Major natural disasters—
land, air and sea—will take
place at this end of next sum-
mer.
• Washington prestige will
be on the rise again next au-
tumn, and Bed Chinese policy
will show signs of softening.
These are only four of many
predictions from Old Moore's
Almanack for 1987. Just is-
sued by Dell in a 35V paper-
back, this oldest continuously-
published almanac is a 270-
year-old British tradition, and
is now in its second year of
an American-Canadian edi-
tion.
Old Moore's prognostica-
tions extend to other fields as
well, notably weather and
horses. Its weather preclic-
MOON PROBE
ROMANCE
IN HIGH CIRCLES g2
lions are given by locality
rather than for the nation a.
a whole, And it has some
pertinent tips on 1967's Triple
Crown for three-year-olds.
Then there are invaluable
fishing, hunting and planting
guides, recipes, astrological
tables. 'and even a lesson in
palmistry. There are toasts
for festive occasions, riddles,
stories, and an assortment of
sayings and axioms.
Covering as it does every-
thing under the sun —not to
mention the moon and the
stars—Old Moore's Almanack
for 1967 contains something
for everyone.
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SERVICE"
-"
L A W
KY. KERNEL
Shelled Pecans
21/2 lb. box $3.35
FIELDS ASHLAND SERVICE
Dial 472-1061 Open 1:45 rm
7. B-I-G DAYS
Starting on Wednesday! 
Continuous Showing front
,
1 pm on Thanksgiving Day!
&Oen'
mikpp
44
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING?
Tired? Hungry?
Visit The -
DAM- CREAM
SANDWICH SHOP
Home of the FINEST SANDWICHES and
Shakes - Sundaes - Strawberry Short Cakes
soft - Serve Ice Cream!
Call in service - Phone 472-3657
Wharf.
'Your Business
is Anuremai Thank You, Billy Gilbert
uairs. .11•••
Does a matter
of money...
BUY
IN FULTON
FINANCE
EN FULTON
INSURE
IN FULTON
Plompt Courlfousi
SERVICE '
I Up 
To 36 Nantes ,
To Pay On
New Models  {
stand between
you and a car?
.4
LOW COST AUTO LOANS
$500  PER  $100
PER YEAR ON NEW MODELS
Gel The Best Deal When You Finance
Pis SIMI A.
The lies! Deal When You Trade
City National Bank
Installs:1.11 Loan Depattmeel
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
GIRLS
DRESSES
Reg. $4. to $6.
THERMAL BLANKETS
(Imperfects) Beg. $7.00
("1
11—To• Cups
•—Toe SfauCers
11—eie-Saasies
a—ftaima Noe.
I 
—21siese Safe,
1 --Creamer
1 —Muslim. Plotter
1-0,••• Vegetable
MELAMINE
45-Pc.
Dinnerware SET
Reg. $15.00
Ladies
CLUTCH BAGS
_ Reg.
sLeo
"STYLE"
HAIR SPRAY
Reg. or Hard to Hold
Reg.
79c
LADIES
Flannel Gowns
Reg. $2.00
P. N. IIIIRSCH & CO.
1.7 ar.utr 8:30 - 6 Mon-THUR Fri-M. 8:31r- 8
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FRYE
U.S.
GOV'T.
INSPECTED
S 
Limit
4
Please
WHOLE
Gov't. Lispected
FRYERS
Legs and
THIGHS
Chicken
GIZZARDS
Cut Up
lb. 29c
lb. 49c
lb. 39c
Chicken FRYER-PARTS
BREAST
Chicken
WINGS
Chicken
BACKS
Sliced Bacon
FROM OUR KITCHEN
 HOME MADE
Vegetable
SOUP 16 oz. 59cWith Meat
SPAGHETTI 16 oz. 59c
Fresh
APPLE SALAD 16 oz. 49c 
MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD DRESSING
49c quart
FOLGERS
COFFEE
lb. 69c
INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
10 oz. Size
Special offer Heat proof coffee maker made
of corning proof glass this $2.50 value
All For $1.49
IN VACCUM CANS
CHEESE TWISTS
FRIED PORK RINDS
POTATO STICK Ea.
SHOE STRING POTATOS
LB.
Pork
STEAK
Pork
CUTLETS
Pork
BRAINS
lb. 5k
lb. 59c
lb. 39c
Franks "2 49
lb. 59c
lb. 29c
lb. 19c
"7
 49Pkg.
BUTTS LB.4 FRESH - PORK - BOSTON (Nice & Lean)
PIG FEET
PORK TRIPE
NECK BONES
lb. 19c
lb. 19c
lb. 19c
Reelfoot
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FROM OUR KITCHEN
HOME M
Banana
PUDDING
Fresh
APPLE CAKE
12 Halves
DEVILED EGGS
ADE 
16 oz. 59c
loaf 45c
59c
LITTLE ANDY STICK
OLEO
5 lbs. $1.00
SHOWBOAT
GREAT N. BEANS
Big 40 oz. Can
4 For $1.00
SHOWBOAT
PORK & BEANS
300 Size Can
8 cans 89c
SNOWDRIFT With Additional $5 Purchase Excluding Milk and Tobacco Products
PIET
49c Bag
Double 
4. 
ualit
A 
Stamps On Wednesday
UPIPIPWIA1111%
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Swift's or Turner's Best Grade Ice 1-2 Ga;.:.
Maple Leaf Creamery
BUTTER lb. 89c
Krey 14 oz.
BEEF STEW 49c
Trail Blazer
DOG FOOD 25 lbs. $1.99
ORANGES
FLORIDA
SWEET
and
JUICY
Fancy
YELLOW SQUASH lb. 23c
5 LB. BAG 
9.
Wisconsin Fancy 16 oz.
CRANBERRIES 29c
Kraft American
CHEESE lb. 69c
Bakers Angel Flake
COCONUT 14 oz. 57c
Libby's 303 Cans
PUMPKIN 2 for 35c
NOWS THE TIME TO
VISIT THE QUALITY
STAMP REDEMPTION
CENTER UNION CITY, TENN...4
AND I.00K OVER HUNDREDS
OF ITEMS FOR CHRISTMAS 11
•
• • •
. . •
. . . . .
. . .
Can of Ballard or Pillsbury 6 cans
BISCUITS 49c
Kraft Pure
ORANGE JUICE 1-2 gal. 69c
Everyone's Favorite
PUREX 1-2 gal. 33c
SATURDAY ONLY, FROM 9 to 6
— ALL YOU WANT!
. .
. . . 
. •
• • • • 
. . . . .
• • . ". .• . • . 
. • • • . • . . . .
• '.....• ..• . . 
.. 
. 
.. . .
•
_ . . .
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
. • . • _
CREAM
Super Value 2 0 oz.
BREAD 4 for $1.00
Frozen 2 lb. Pks
FRENCH FRIES 3 for $1.00
POTATOES
GOOD
WHITE
EATING 10 Lbs. 29c
Winesap Ex. Fancy Bag
APPLES 4 lbs. 49c
..•.•.-.
-1
. . • • • .•
. • • • •
Home Grown Purple Top
TURNIPS ib. 9c
OPEN,7, DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
STORE HOURS
Mon. thru Thurs. 8 to 7. Fri. 8 to 8
Sat. 8 to 9, Sun. 9 to 7
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with Blkoder-X in tablet or chewing
gum 40rm. Now available at
SOUTIVIDE DRUG
FO'fk-S4LE: Used electric mo-
tors. One single phase one and one-
half horsepower; one three phase,
one and one-half horsepower; one
three phase, five horsepower; one
three phase, twenty horsepower.
Allen's Pottery
Phone 479-2573,
South 'Fulton, Tenn.
MEN
, Ages 21 to 40
Train no* to drive semi truck.
Exp. not necessary. Local and over
the ronel-No need to relocate. Write
Natio!? Wide, 307 E. 5th St.,
Transportation Bldg., Room 426,
Cinciripili, Ohio. Phone 513-241-5572.
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, ctutehes, walkers,
etc. are for rent or for sale at.
SOUTHS1DE DRUG — 479-2352.
INCOME - SPARE TIME !
No selling. Refill and collect
money from New Type coin operat-
ed dispensers in this area. Must
have cur, references, $530 to 61850
cash. Ten hours weekly can net
excellent income. More time can
result in more money. For per-
sonal interview write CO-REP.,
INC., 10 CALIFORNIA AVE.,
PITTSBURGH, PA., 15202. Include
phone number.
CARD OF THANKS
Words cannot express our thankc
to our wonderful friends, neighbors
and loved ones for their many acts
of kindness shown us in the terri-
ble loss of our darling husband,
daddy, grand daddy and brother.
For the beautiful flowers, the
abundant amount of food, and the
kind, sweet words of sympathy. To
the staff of Whitnel Funeral Home
to Bro. Hoover and Bro. Neal for
their comforting words. To the ones
who sang so beautifully. To each
and every one we humbly and
sincerely say, "God Bless You."
The family of W. H. Harrison
SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
from. NEW TYPE high quality coin
operated dispensers in this area.
No selling. To qualify you must(
have car, references, $600 to $1900'
cash. Seven to twelve hours week-
ly can net excellent monthly in-
come. More full time. For person-
al interview write P. 0. BOX .4185,
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202. Include
phone number.
3.plece bedroom suites,
each  $30.
40,000 BTU gas heater $0.00
20,400 ETU gas heater $25.00
GE refrigerator, good . $30.
3-pc. End table set. mahogany
finish,  $10.
Chromr dinette sot, 5 pieces $20.
Hollywood bad set, complete;
nearly new, $ULU
Hoover vacuum cleaner, used
just • few hours  $25.
2 old divans, fair covers,
each 
 $10.
1 New coal heater  $51.00
New living room chair   $49.95
General Electric range; factory
rebuilt $50.
Cushion floor — $2.15 Sq. Yard
1 Electric range, good   $20-
2 New hollywood bed head-
boards, unfinished; $10 each or
both for $15.
2
-Refrigerators in working
order, each $20
Come in and browse around; ws
have lots of bargains not adver•
tisedl
WADE'S USED
Plans are nearing
completion for the
Louisville Steer and
Carcass Show to be
held March 6-9 at the
Kentucky Fair & Ex-
position Center. This
event will replace the
old Bourbon Beef
Show which served
the cattle industr y
for 19 years.
-Those working on
the various com-
mittees have spent
maw hours in planning
a show and carcass
contest that is ex-
pected to dr aw top
by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
animals from through-
out the Nation. It
will be an open show
and will offer a full
schedule of classes
for both youth and
adult exhibitors.
Premiums and
awards totaling $22,030
will be given. Steers
will be shown in seight
and age classes rather
than weight categories
alone.
The Bourbon Stock
Yards and Louisville
packing firms have
joined the Department
of Agriculture in
sponsoring this new
event in cooperation
with the Unive r s ity
of Kentucky Extension
Service and the Divi-
sion of Agricultural
Education. Coopera-
tion of these groups
is vital to the success
of a show of this nature,
and the Department
is happy that such
forces have joined
together in support
of our cattle industry.
Since the show is
"open to the world, "
entries from all
cattlemen are so-
licited. Entries must
be mailed to the De-
partment al Agriculture,
Division of Shows and
Fairs, no later than
February 1, 1967. A
five dollar entry fee
is being charged for
each animal entered.
As for the show
itself, entries will be
receiVed at the Ex-
position Center on
March 6, between
8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Personnel from the
Bourbon Stock Yards
will be on hand to
handle the cattle.
Registration will
open at 8 a.m. on
Tuesday morning,
withtheofficial
opening set for 9 a. m..
Jack Phillips, pres-
ident of the American
Herdsman Institute,
Kansas City, Mo. ,
will be the judg e.
Public Sale
76 ACRE FARM 76
Hana fee Brothers Farm, located on Highways 51 and
45W between Union City, Tenn., and Fulton, Ky., 21/2
miles southwest of Fulton, Ky.
Saturday, Nov. 26, 1966
SELLING ON PREMISES — SALE nut 2 P.M. — RAIN OR SHINE
Our decision to sell this fine farm Is your opportunity to purchase a choice 76
acre farm located on two major highways. 51 and 45W (soon fob. 4 lams).
This fine farm, all in high state of cultivation, only slightly rolling (just enough
for perfect drainage) and can be farmed with 4-row equipment, will produce
a fop crop of anything grown in this area year after year — It is presently all
sown in wheat.
THE FARM WILL BE SOLD IN TWO SEPARATE TRACTS AND THEN OFFERED AS
A WHOLE. You may purchase either tract or both.
TRACT NO. 1 Consists of 44 acres (more or less), has good /-room house with
bath, has good well with plenty good wafer, beautiful shade trees. Avery choice
location, has long frontage on Highways 51 and 45W, also frontage on Pierce
Station Highway.
TRACT NO. 2 Consists of 32 acres (more or less). No built:Logs but a choice
frontage on the two highways. Also has gravel highway on east side of farm.
This tom Is soar...U.0y located to Rata% Ky., Stoet Fulton, from., U.S. City, to.... end Merrily. Toss., home of U
T. College — THINK OF OWNING A FINE FARM SO IDE AUX LOCATED--
Too mid your Moods aro sordidly isvItofl p. ram sod look ION Na. foto out anytime Wore day of solo. For
Goy reddltlosof Ifrformotkoo pleas* rearm, Mood. Orothors, owners. phomy I Daytime./ 132-1335, Troy, Tn.... or Night
Homo U5-3255 Union City, Tars. or S. N. LoChako sod Soo, Asactlowors god Real Fatah brokers, giro. 2534525
or 253-7645. DproorIllo, Tom
WANT TO OWN A GOOD FARM? Here is your opportunity!
HAVE YOU MONEY TO INVEST? Here Is your opportunity!
WANT A CHOICE SITE FOR A FACTORY! Here is your opportunity!
WANT TO SELL CHOICE BUILDING LOTS & REDUCE COST OF FARM? Here is
your opportunity.
You and your friends are cordially invited to this big land elation sale Saturday,
Nov. 26. THIS MIGHT BE THE OPPORTUNITY OF YOUR LIFETIME!
Hanafee Brothers, owners
PHONE 932-3336. TROY, TENNESSEE
B. N. LeDuke & Son, AUCTIONEERS and
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
TIPTONVILLE. TENNESSEE — "Our Service Doesn't Cost — If Pays"
Jamison Quilted Sofa Sleeper
INCLUDING INNERSPRING MATTRESS
SHAMPOO-POLISHER
with 6 -Piece Set of
AccessorWe
• Scrubs, Waxes, Polishes, Buffs
• Shampoos all your rugs and
carpets, beautifully
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No Obligation To
Buy . . . Adults
Only!
WIN 
UP TO
80 CASH.
120 value in GIFTS
HERE'S HOW TO PLAY:
As an adult customer you are issued only vie
master "Lucky Bingo" card. When you have
turned in a winning card, you will receive an
other card. As an adult customer you will also
receive a "Lucky Bingo" ticket each time you
visit our store. IN. purchases are necessary)
On this ticket will be a mystery chip. The hidden
s!de of the chip will reveal a umber When a
number appears, simply Insert the chip in the
master "Lucky Bingo" card over the matching
number. You continue to do this until you have
a complete lise—horizontal, vertkal or diagonal.
You thee have a winning number and may return
the card to our store for verification, and after
signing a consent and receipt form, you receive
the award for the straight line of umbers you
have committed. Save all duplicate and extra
numbers you may have to start a new card.
There is as limit to the umber of times you can
win. Each time yen win, yea will he given a new
master lucky lbw" card.
MANY, MANY WINNERS WEEKLY!
7CATSElp
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HUNT'S
PIZZA
14-ox. BOTTLES
- - - - 
- 10' GROUND BEEFAmount lb. 493 LBSOR MORE Smaller
Mandalay Crushed
PINEAPPLE -
Hunt's
PEACHES....
Z FIA11
_ _ 5 for $1.00
24 oz. Cans
4 for $1.00
Hunt's 5- 16 oz. Cans
FRUIT COCKTAIL__ ..$1.00
3 - 29 oz. Cans
BARTLET PEARS__ .. $1.00
GROUND CHUCK. __.1b. 69c
PIG TAILS_ _ _. lb. 25c
PORT cumin__ lb. 69c
PIG FEET_ _ _ . _ _ _ lb. 25c
COFFEE 
_ _ . . iBIG.1C00-ozfiee. Maxwell House
$5.00 Purchase Excluding
Milk and Tobaccos _ _ . 99c HENS NICE FAT andFRESH _ Lb.,39c
Pride 16 oz. Cans
JUNE PEAS.... 2 for 29c
Alcoa Alumium
FOIL.. _ 25 foot Roll 33c
SALAD DRESSING qt. 39c
FRUIT PIES _ 3 for $1.00
Fresh River
CATFISH
Butter Ball
TURKEYS_ . _ _ lb. 59c
NECK BONES_ .
Honey Gold
SAUSAGE 
lb. 25o
Win New Car—Buy
lb. 59c
SUGAR COLONIAL10 LB. BAG - 95' Tom TurkeY GRADE"A"16 lb. to 20 lb.. — 350
Sunflower Self rising
FLOUR ..5 lb. bag 59c
Hi Ho
DETERGENT  qi 7.9c
Vienna 
—Armour's 4 oz. Cans
SAUSAGE_ _ _ . 4 for $1.00
CHEESE 21b. box 69c
Hen 10 lb. to 14 lb.
TURKEYS_ .. grade A...39c
Shank Portion
HAMS_ lb. 55c
Center Cut
HAM SLICED  lb. 99c
Whole Half
HAM_. . _ ..1b. 69c
LrLoa
Winesap
APPLES 4 lb. bag 3k
Pinto or Northern 4 lb bag
Golden Ripe
BANANAS lb. lk
Veboorno.~....orro•o•••••• Ow000.rozooymooro.......••~•ootOrsOo
Our S ond Big 31)0 lb.
HOOP . 79c
v^ mma...........mmammosavm...4mwommav
50 extra SU green stamps
With Purchase of Any Caned or
Whole Ham
COME lighop (14. am, "AT YOUR FRIENDLY
PIGGLYWIGGLY
Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking
Prices In This Ad rye The Right Store Hours 8 till 9: p. m.
Good Friday, Nov. 25 thru Toes Nov. 29 To Limit 6 days 9-7 pm. Sundays
Solid Country Style
OLEO 5 lb. $1.00
